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In high voltage direct current(HVDC) systems

transmission technology, a.c. power is

converted(rectified) to d.c. power by means of a

controlled rectifier bridge. This d.c. power is then

transmitted through a d.c. link to another

converter(inverter) where it is converted back to a.c.

power by means of another controlled rectifier bridge.

The power thyristor is the the main semiconductor

element of these converter circuits.

Modern interest in HVDC system technology has

been on the increase since the 1950's owing to the

reduced costs of transmission of d.c.(as opposed to

a.c.) power for a transmission distance over 500



miles. Research in this area is generally done using

an HVDC system simulated on the basis of the

equivalent circuits of the converters. Also the

control of the converter circuits is based on the

input or output a.c. voltage waveforms.

The HVDC system is simulated in the

Electromagnetic Transients Program using the actual

circuits of the converters. This provides the means

to expose the behavior of the HVDC system under

steady-state and as well as transient conditions.

Furthermore, the effect of different control

strategies can be verified in detail. The thesis

presents the results of thyristor control entirely

based on the waveform of the voltage directly across

the individual thyristors rather than on the basis of

idealized waveforms.

The characteristics of the HVDC system which

under ideal conditions can be theoretically predicted,

could be confirmed by the solutions obtained from the

simulations. These results have been discussed in

detail. Suggestions for slight modifications

necessary to make the simulation programs more

comprehensive for large scale research purposes are

included.
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Simulation of a High Voltage Direct Current Transmission

System in an Electromagnetic Transients Program using

Semiconductor Terminals.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 A Historical Note

The need to transmit electrical energy from one

place to the other deserves no emphasis. But whether

this energy should be transmitted as alternating

current(a.c.) or as direct current(d.c.) was a major

issue of debate in the 1890's[1].

Debating on the issue of a.c. versus d.c.

transmission, Edison correctly noted that d.c.

transmission was safer. However, d.c. transmission

never developed to a reasonable extent until 1954 when

the first modern high voltage direct current(HVDC)

transmission system[2,3,4] was commissioned for a 20MW(or

100KV, 200A) project over a distance of 98Km between

Sweden and Gortland using mercury arc valves for

converting a.c. to d.c. and d.c. to a.c. From 1954 to

about 1970, this first successful project(which is still

in operation today) inspired many others[4].

The development of the HVDC transmission technology

experienced its greatest breakthrough with the advent of
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the high voltage power thyristor. With the power

thyristor, HVDC system controllability, voltage

capability, and power capacity have all been remarkably

improved. These desirable results of the use of the

power thyristor in HVDC systems reflect the advantage of

the power thyristor over the mercury arc valve. Using

the power thyristor, many more HVDC systems have been

commissioned and some are currently under contruction[4].

An outstanding example is the 1920MW(+-533KV, 1.8KA)

Cabora-Bassa system which links Mozambique and South

Africa over an overhead distance of 1410Km. It was

commissioned in 1979, and it uses six-pulse bridge

rectifiers rated at 133KV, 1.8KA. The thyristors are

oil-cooled. This example demonstrates a dramatic

increase in power transmission capacity of 96% in

comparision to the mercury arc system of 1954.

The performances of the HVDC systems all the world

over and the increasing capacity of power transmitted

tend to lead to a general preference of d.c.

transmission over the traditional a.c. transmission, if

the length of the transmission line is beyond 500 miles

where the break-even cost between a.c. and d.c.

transmission occurs.

The use of the high voltage thyristor in HVDC

systems has also eliminated most of the barriers

envisaged in the 1890's[5]. The present advantages and
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disadvantages of d.c. transmission in comparison to

those of a.c. transmission are well covered in the

literature[5,6].

1.1 The Power Thyristor

The power thyristor is the 'work-horse' of Power

Electronics. It is the heart of the converter terminals

of today's HVDC system technology.

The power thyristor(Fig.1.1) is an electronic

switching device. It has three terminals --- -- anode,

cathode and gate. Unlike its predecessor, the power

diode, a gate pulse must be applied to its gate terminal

when positive voltage appears from its anode to cathode

terminals in order to bring the thyristor into the

on-state. Conduction is unidirectional, and it is from

anode to cathode.

ANODE

GAT e

CftTttobE

Fig.1.1. THE POWER THYRISTOR

The reader is referred to the numerous texts and papers

containing other characteristics of the power

thyristor[7,8,9]. For our simulation purposes, the

following assumptions are admitted (practically justified

for system oriented study of the D.C. line):

(1) The thyristor has zero resistance in the on-state
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and infinite resistance in the off-state.

(2) The thyristor turns on when the thyristor is

fired(by the injection of a gate current) during the

period when the voltage across the anode and cathode

terminals is positive.

(3) The thyristor turns off when current through the

thyristor reaches zero.

1.2 The HVDC System

The interconnection of two isolated a.c. systems

through a d.c. link constitutes a simplified form of an

HVDC system. Fig.1.2 shows this interconnection. In

that figure, the a.c. waveform X is the input to the

rectifier,

Fig.1.2. HVDC System Schematic

where it is converted to the average direct voltage and

average direct current, Vdr and Id, respectively; that

is, converted to d.c. power. This d.c. power is then

transmitted through a d.c. link(whose impedance is Zd)
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to the inverter terminals. The voltage Vdi at the input

of the inverter is then converted into the output

waveform Y. Hence, a.c. power has been converted to and

transmitted as d.c. power and subsequently reconverted

to a.c. The impedance Zd is mainly inductive, and it is

used for smoothing out the current in the d.c. link. It

is clear that power flow is from left to right in the

illustration of Fig.1.2.

1.3 Our Goal

The technology of HVDC transmission is a recent and

fast-growing one. Today it represents a major area of

research mainly as a result of the invention of the power

thyristor.

Most simulations of the HVDC system for research,

resort to the use of the equivalent circuits of the

converters(rectifier and inverter). However, increasing

modern interest in HVDC system research calls for

simulations using the actual circuits which will allow a

researcher to carry out comprehensive investigations

involving the behavior of the power thyristors under

various load and control conditions.

Our goal, then, is to simulate, by means of the

Electromagnetic Transients Program(EMTP), the HVDC system

using the actual circuits of the converters. The EMTP is

a software developed by the Bonneville Power
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Administration. The EMTP is used world-wide. It is used

by private, public and industrial domains for steady

state and transient analysis of power systems. The EMTP

is powerful because it is comprehensive---- it contains

practically all components constituting a power system

such as transformers, electric machines, transmission

lines, voltage and current sources, controlled sources,

power electronic semiconductors, analog and digital

control elements, etc.

Finally, our control strategy will entirely base

itself on local conditions, i.e., on the voltages

directly across the thyristors of the HVDC system. This

will, of course, afford us greater controllability of the

HVDC system. It must be mentioned here that certain

control systems applied in practice use the line-to-line

input or output a.c. voltages, of the converters[10], to

determine when each thyristor will be switched on.

Now, refer to Fig.1.2. We shall first present the

theory of operation of the rectifier and then implement

it in the computer. The same approach will be followed

in the implementation of the inverter. In each case, we

shall also compare ideal theoretically obtained results

with those obtained from our simulations. Finally, we

shall interface the rectifier and the inverter to realize

the HVDC system.

In all our discussions of the results of our
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simulation, we shall heavily depend in the waveforms

associated with the rectifier, inverter or the HVDC

system, as the case may be. The numerical aspects of our

results can easily be ascertained from the waveforms.

1.4 The Voltage-Time-Area(VTA) Method

The study of power electronics often encounters

some complicated equations which tend to hide the details

associated with the study of power electronic circuits.

This intricacy can even lead to transcedental equations

which must be solved graphically[9]. Hence, for

simulation studies such as we are doing now, a simplified

approach is necessary. This approach is the

voltage-time-area method which eliminates the need for

integration. Indeed, with experience, a student could

arrive at the necessary equations by mere inspection!

The VTA method will therefore, be used to determine the

equations associated with the HVDC system.

The VTA method may be applied to an ideal

inductor(Lx) exposed to some voltage(vx) over a period of

time T. The underlying elementary equation is

vx
d(id)/dt = .

Lx
(1.4-1)

The change in the inductor current over the period T is

given by
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vx dt
&id = (1.4-2)

Lx

and the average value of the voltage to which the

inductor is exposed is

T/2
Lx Did 1

-T/2

vx dt. (1.4-3)
T T

Equation 1.4-3 represents the area(VTA) under the curve

of vx divided by the period over which the integration is

done. The VTA method may also be used in finding the

average value of a periodic voltage waveform.

Finally, readers who are familiar with the theories

of operation of the 3-phase bridge rectifier and of the

3-phase bridge inverter may conveniently skip CHAPTERS

TWO and FOUR without much loss of continuity.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE 3-PHASE BRIDGE RECTIFIER

2.1 Introduction

The conversion of a.c.(3-phase) power to d.c.

power is performed by a three - phase rectifier. Several

such rectifiers are available[4]. Among these, the

three-phase two-way(Graetz) rectifier is preferred

because of its low thyristor peak inverse voltage, low

thyristor volt-ampere rating, and low transformer

voltampere rating on both the primary and secondary

sides(of the transformer). Thus, the Graetz

circuit(Fig.2.1-1) is the most commonly used in High

Voltage Direct Current(HVDC) applications.

P

t\T3

T6 N

QIc

Fig.2.1-1. The 3-Phase Bridge Rectifier

The d.c. voltage Vc could represent a battery to be
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charged, a d.c. motor, etc. (In power plants and power

system installations, protection devices such as circuit

breakers, overcurrent relays, overvoltage relays, power

factor relays, distance protection relays, etc, need d.c.

current for the tripping circuit. Usually d.c.

batteries are used in conjunction with a rectifier). In

general Zd, the load impedance, is an infinite inductor.

The rectifier operates in differrent conditions

according to the value of the commutation(overlap) angle.

The overlap angle is the angular interval in electrical

degrees(or radians) during which an out-going thyristor

continues to conduct after the incoming thyristor has

commenced conduction. Throughout this discussion, we

shall limit ourselves to two cases: the zero-overlap

angle case, and the case where the overlap angle is less

than 60 degrees, since in practice overlaps greater than

60 degrees occur only under abnormal operations.

2.2 Theory of Operation without Overlap

The condition of operation without overlap is

realized with Lc=0.0 in Fig.2.1-1. The reason for this

is discussed in section 2.3. With this condition, no

more than two thyristors conduct at a time, and each set

of two thyristors conducts for only 1/3 cycle(120

degrees) of the a.c. source voltage. The order of

conduction is T1&T2, T2&T3, T3&T4, T4&T5, T5&T6, and
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T6&T1. This means then that if, say T1 and T2 are

conducting, T2 must turn off as soon as T3 turns on.

Although in practice, overlap is unavoidable, the

zero overlap angle case unviels some important features

of the 3-phase bridge rectifier which will otherwise be

difficult but not impossible to access, given a non-

zero-overlap-angle case. Hence, the present discussion.

2.2-1 INPUT A.C. VOLTAGE

If we assume the following 3-phase input of

balanced sinusoidal emfs:

Van = EmCos(wt +60° )

Vbn = EmCos(wt -609 ) (2.2-1)

Vcn = EmCos(wt-18e ),

(w is the radian frequency 21f, and f = 60Hz) as could be

obtained from the output terminals of a synchronous

generator, we are then interested in the a.c. line

voltage across each of the thyristors in order to

determine when each of the thyristors could be triggered.

Now, consider T1: if T5 and T6 are conducting, the

voltage across T1(which is the next to be triggered) is,

Vac = Van - Vcn,

since the thyristors conduct only in one direction.

Hence,

VT1 = V-3-1 EmCos(wt+30° ) , (2.2-2)

where VT1 is the a.c. line voltage across T1 with
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reference to the source voltage. (Note that this is true

only while T5 and T6 conduct.) With similar

considerations, it is easy to verify that,

VT2 = EmCos(wt+15e)

VT3 = 1/7 EmSin(wt)

VT4 = EmCos(wt+30°) (2.2-3)

VT5 = EmCos(wt +150° )

VT6 = EmSin(wt).

The plot of these waveforms(Fig.2.2-1) for Em equal to

10000V, shows that T1 can only turn on between w't=0 and

w't=60 degrees(assuming initial conditions at w't=0.0).

(The term w' is the degrees version of w.)

Fig.2.2-1.WAVEFORMS: VT1,VT2,VT3NT4,VTS,UT6

as a,b,c,d,e,f respectively.

This corresponds to the time during which the a.c. line
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voltage across T1 is positive and increasing. T2 can be

triggered only between w't=0 and w't=120, T3 between

w't=0 and w't=180, T4 between w't=60 and w't=240 degrees;

etc.

If we now assume initial conditions at w't=0.0 and

that T1 and T2 are initially conducting, T3 will turn on

at any time from w't=0 to w't=180 degrees, whereas if T3

were a diode it would ignite at w't=0.0. The starting

point of conduction of T3 (say) is delayed by the

angle 04.. after which it is turned on. The angle oG is

the interval in electrical angular measure by which the

starting point of conduction is delayed by phase control

in relation to the operation of the same circuit in which

the thyristors were replaced by diodes[9]. The

angle o. is called the angle of delay or the firing

angle. As soon as T3 is turned on, T1 turns off since

there is no overlap. T4 ignites at w't=60+oL and T2

goes off instantly. This process continues with each

thyristor conducting for only 120 degrees and remaining

in the off-state for 240 degrees.

2.2-2 WAVEFORMS AND EQUATIONS

We shall now examine the major waveforms associated

with the operation of the rectifier for the case when the

overlap angle is zero and the firing angle is 15.0

degrees.
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2.2-2-1 The Average Rectified Voltage: Vd

The waveform for the instantaneous rectified direct

voltage vd is obtained as is now described. Consider

terminal n (Fig.2.1-1) as the neutral point of the

3-phase a.c. source voltage. Also, consider points P

and N to be positive and negative, respectively, with

respect to n as far as the instantaneous direct voltage

vd is concerned. With this, we can plot two different

waveforms: one for the odd-numbered or "P" thyristors,

and the other for the even-numbered or "N" thyristors.

The two waveforms can then be added arithmetically to

obtain the waveform for vd. Reiterating, we note that

only one "P" thyristor and only one "N" thyristor can be

on at any point in time.

The a.c. input waveforms are shown in Fig 2.2-2a

as waves a,b and c over two cycles. Any of the "P"

thyristors will conduct when the voltage at its anode is

positive with reference to the neutral point n.

Similarly, any of the "N" thyristors will conduct when

the voltage at its cathode is negative with reference to

n. (Note how the a.c. voltages are connected to the

rectifier.)

Considering the "P" thyristors first, assume that

T1 is initially conducting. The output voltage vdPn (the

instantaneous output voltage at P with reference to n)

logically follows phase a input voltage. T1 ceases
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conduction as soon as T3 is fired after a delay 04. (on

T3). Hence, the output voltage follows phase b. When T5

is fired after a delay 04, , T3 turns off immediately, and

the output voltage follows phase c, and so on. The

result of these sequences of conduction is the waveform

shown as "P" in Fig.2.2-2a.

For the "N" thyristors, T2 is assumed initially on

(this choice is in order since both T1 & T2 conduct in

the same sequence considering that in the analysis above

T1 was chosen as initially on). With this assumption,

the output voltage vdNn(definition similar to that for

vdPn) follows phase c. When T4 is fired after the usual

delay De., , T2 turns off instantly, and the output voltage

follows phase a and later phase b when T6 is fired and T4

goes off accordingly. The result of this analysis is

shown as "N" in Fig 2.2-2a. The numbers in circles

indicate conducting thyristors.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

9.00

-1.00

Fig.2.2-2a. Voltages udPn and vdNn
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The task before us now is to obtain the sum of the

two waveforms It p it and "N". This sum, shown in

Fig.2.2-2b, is the required instantaneous rectified

direct voltage vd, whose average value is Vd, the average

rectified direct voltage. An example of how this sum is

obtained is as follows. From w't=0.0 to wit:15 degrees,

vd = va-vc

= vac , (2.2-1)

and from wt=15 to 75 degrees,

vd = vb-vc

= vbc .

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

Fig.2.2-2b Rectified Direct Voltage vd

Note that the 3-phase waveforms in that figure are the

line-to-line voltages of the a.c. source with a peak
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value of ITEm.

The expression for Vd is obtained by the

voltage-time-area(VTA) method(Section 1.4). In this

expression, we shall leave 04, as a variable parameter.

Now consider one period of vd, say, that from w't= ot...+60

to 04.,+120 degrees. This VTA is easily obtained by

inspection or by integrating the area under the vd

waveform from w't= +60 to 01C +120 degrees . Either

operation gives

TEm
VTA - [Cos( ce. + 60) - Cos( QC. + 120)]

w

which yields,

1/77 Em
VTA - C o s ,

w
(2.2-4)

after trignometric expansion.

The required Vd is obtained by dividing this VTA by

the period, 1H' /(3w) seconds. Hence,

3 Tr E m

Vd - Cos oCr . (2.2-5)

NOTE THAT IF OC= 0.0, equation 2.2-5, has a maximum

value known as the ideal no-load direct voltage, Vdo,

which is the average rectified direct voltage when all

thyristors are replaced by diodes.

Since the term cosoL varies from +1 to -1

as o4. varies from 0.0 to 180.0 degrees, Vd varies from

+Vdo to -Vdo, correspondingly, being zero when 0(_ :-- 90.0
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degrees. This clearly defines the regions of the

converter operation, where rectifier operation is

obtained with V- varying from 0.0 tO 90.0 degrees, and

inverter operation with DIC varying from 90.0 to 180.0

degrees. Obviously, c4= 90.0 degrees is the

'reversion' point. Finally it should be observed that in

accordance with the cosine function variations, Vd

decreases with increasing values of cg.. , and vice versa,

for cC varying from 0.0 to 180 degrees.

2.2-2-2 The Avera e Rectified Direct Current: Id

The waveform for the intantaneous rectified current

id, depends on the nature of the load impedance

Zd(inductive) employed. For instance, if the load is

purely resistive(Ld = 0.0), then id has the same waveform

shape as vd, except for some scaling factor. (As the

value of Ld increases, the waveform shape of id deviates

more and more from that of vd.) However, if Ld is not

zero the determination of the said waveform becomes more

involved but not too difficult, since the changes in

shape resulting from smoothing become considerable. In

practice, Ld is taken as infinite to eliminate the

presence of harmonics in id. It suffices, then to state

that the rectified direct current is

id = (vd - Vc)/Zd , (2.2-6)

and the average rectified direct current is[12]
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Id = (Vd Vc)/Rd . (2.2-7)

When DC varies from 90.0 to 180.0 degrees, Vd remains

negative and equation 2.2-7 demands that Id be negative.

However, the direction of Id cannot be reversed because

of the unidirectional property of the thyristors. How

the direction of Id is maintained in spite of the

negative values of Vd is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5

which are devoted to inversion.

2.2-2-3 Thyristor Currents

Considering the time when each thyristor is

conducting, the waveforms for the thyristor currents are

shown in Fig.2.2-3. Note that each thyristor current

waveform is rectangular in shape. This feature is a

consequence of the zero overlap angle and the infinite

Ld. It is obvious that each thyristor conducts for only

120 degrees, carrying the load current, Id, and remains

off for 240 degrees.

13

IL

LL

16

roo o0 360, co 4800o bc0.00 7a.p 00

1

1 _I

Fig.2.2-3. Thyristor Currents with heights Id.

1_
Degrees
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The spacing of the starting point of conduction of the

thyristors is 60 degrees. The rms value of the thyristor

currents can be determined from the elementary equation,

rms

The result is

T/2
1

I(t) dt .

-)f-T/2

(2.2-8a)

1

I =I =...=I = Id ' --- (2.2-8b)
rmsl rms2 rms6 3

2.2-2-.14 Alternating Current and Input Line Voltage

The alternating current is made up of SQUARE waves

of amplitudes ±Id, and 120 degrees of non-zero periods.

This is true only if Ld is infinite(i.e., Id is perfectly

smooth) and also Lc=0.0. These currents are realized in

Fig.2.2-4 by considering the direction of current when

each thyristor is conducting. Note that is is determined

by i1 and i4, ib by i3 and i6, and is by i2 and i5.

11.4 700 6000 7404

Fig.2.2 -7. Alternating-currentst io, Ih, ic
Degrees
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The square-wave nature of these alternating

currents is the source of harmonic currents on the input

side of the rectifier. The analysis of these waveforms

in view of their harmonic contents is available in the

literature[5]. It suffices to say that these harmonics

constitute a major engineering problem in associated

equipment, especially in communication systems[11].

Finally, the rms value of each alternating current

is(2.2-8a)

Iarms = Ibrms = Icrms = Id V777-. (2.2-9)

Since there is no overlap, the input line-to-line

voltage waveform is the same as before.

2.2-2-5 Thyristor Voltage

The waveform of each thyristor voltage is

determined by carefully tracing the sequence of

conduction of the thyristors and calculating that

thyristor's voltage each time a switching occurs in the

system. This procedure is carried out for thyristor 3 to

obtain V3, the voltage across it. The results are given

below :

(i) 12 : V3 = vb - va

= vba .

(ii) 23 and 34 : V3 = 0.0

(iii) 45 and 56 : V3 = vb-vc
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= vbc .

(iv) 61 : V3 = vb-va

= vba .

The plot of these voltages result in the waveform of

Fig.2.2-5 for the voltage across thyristor 3. Here again

is another interesting feature of the bridge rectifier,

namely, all the other thyristor voltages have the same

waveform(in shape and amplitude) except that they are

displaced 60 degrees in this order: V1,V2,...,V6.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00
48 . 60

)1Atti

)' 4Ikg)4 4 '-1.00

-2.00

Fig.2.3.75. Voltage across thyristor 3.

The highest positive voltage in V3 is,

V+ =r3" EmSino4 , (2.2-10)

which is a function of o_ .

The results that are so far conclusive have been

for a zero overlap angle. How then does a non-zero

overlap angle modify or affect these results? To this we
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now proceed.

2.3 Theory of Operation with Overlap

Overlap(or the overlap angle) is the term used to

describe the interval in angular electrical degrees(or

radians) when an out-going thyristor conducts in the same

region of conduction of an in-coming thyristor. The

chief cause of overlap is the commutation inductance Lc.

Lc is mainly the leakage inductance of the isolating

transformer used to in-put the 3-phase source into the

rectifier. In practice, overlap is unavoidable since the

3-phase sychronous generator always has some series

inductance. The overlap angle u increases with Lc.

Since current through an inductor cannot change

instantaneously, the effect of Lc is to "delay" the

transfer of the load current Id from an out-going

thyristor to an in-coming one. This delay results in an

overlap

Each thyristor commences conduction at the instant

it is fired. However, its current increases from zero

during a finite overlap interval (u/w' seconds), whereas

in the same interval of time the current in the out-going

thyristor decreases to zero at the same but opposite

rate. The out-going thyristor extinguishes when all the

current is transfered (commutated) to the in-coming

thyristor. The load current during the commutation(or
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overlap period) is the sum of the currents in the two

thyristors.

The result of overlap then is that each thyristor

conducts for 120+u and stays off for 240-u degrees for

one period of the a.c. input waveform. During

commutation, three thyristors conduct at the same time

and between commutation only two thyristors conduct. The

order of conduction is 12,123,23,234,34,345,45,456,

56,561. Cases abound where up to four thyristors conduct

at the same time during overlap. Nevertheless, this

study will limit itself to the present case which is the

most practical.

It is significant to mention some of the effects of

Lc, and hence the consequences of an overlap angle. One

disadvantage of the inductance Lc is that, since during

overlap three thyristors conduct at a time,

short-circuiting of the a.c. line voltage occurs on the

input side (during this overlap interval). For instance,

when thyristors 1, 2 and 3 are conducting, the line

voltage vab is short-circuited(Fig.2.2-1). We shall see

later how this phenomenon is checked, when we discuss

thyristor protection.

Another disadvantage of the overlap angle is the

reduction of rectifier power factor[13].

Again, the leakage inductance Lc could also lead to

a step voltage of Em being applied to a non-conducting
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thyristor. Harzardous effects of this condition are

controlled by thyristor protection procedures.

Finally, as we shall see later, another undesirable

effect of the commutation inductance is the decrease in

both the average rectified voltage Vd and the average

rectified current Id.

In spite of the disadvantages outlined above, the

commutating inductance Lc does in fact provide di/dt

protection for the thyristors as we shall see later.

Lc also provides some filtering for the a.c. input

line current. Hence, where a rectifier is installed

without an isolation transformer, it is recommended that

some inductance be introduced into the input circuit to

provide this desirable filtering effect.

Finally, on the advantageous side also is the fact

that commutation overlap decreases harmonic distortion

[13]. That is, the greater the overlap the lower the

extent of harmonic distortion.

2.3-1 WAVEFORMS and EQUATIONS

With a nonzero overlap angle, the waveforms and

equations take on forms different from the ones we have

already considered, as we now proceed to see. (The

procedures used in obtaining the waveforms for the

zero-overlap case in Section 2.2-2 apply here except that

we have to consider the effect of overlap.)
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2.3-1-1 The Average Rectified Direct Voltage: Vd

The firing angle 04, is taken as 15 and the overlap

angle u as 10 degrees for all our sketches.

Now, consider the "P" thyristors. With T1

initially on, T3 is fired after a delay X, (on T3) and

T1 conducts for extra u degrees along with T3. (When T1

goes off after u/w' seconds, T3 commences 'full'

conduction.) While T1 and T3 conduct, the output voltage

vdPn is an arithmetic average of what the output was

before T3 was fired and what it would be after the

overlap between T3 and T1. Hence,

vdPn = (va+vb)/2 , (2.3-1)

during the overlap of T1 and T3. This rule applies

correspondingly whenever any two "P" or any two "N"

thyristors overlap.

This consideration leads to the two waveforms(vdPn

and vdNn) in thick-shading in Fig.2.3-1.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

4, U

04,

Fig.2.3-1. Voltages vdPn and ydhh
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These two waveforms are added as before to yield vd, the

rectified direct voltage( Fig.2.3-2).

The equation for Vd is easy to obtain if we compare

this vd waveform with that for u=0, to realize that we

have to subtract from 2.2-4 the area lost due to overlap.

For the period from w't= pC. +u+60 to w't= pG +u+120

degrees, (as before OC, and u are parameters)

Fig.2.3-2. Rectified Direct Voltoge vd

the area to be subtracted from 2.2-4 is that bounded by

waveforms c and h from w't= oC+60 to w't= oC+u+60 in

Fig.2.3-2. By inspection, this area is

1/7/ Em[Cos IDC.- Cos( c< +u)]
VTA2 = (2.3-2)

2w

[NOTE: This could be obtained by integrating,

vc-(vc+vb)/2 ,

from wt = OC to wt = 0C +u]. Subtracting 2.3-2 from

2.2-4 and dividing the result by the period[ h/(3w)], we



obtain,

3 FIEm
Vd - [Cos OC + Cos( OC, + u)]. (2.3-3)

2

Substituting for Vdo, we have,

Vdo
Vd = [Cos CX. + Cos( OC + u)]

2

(2.3-4)
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Another form of 2.3-2 based on the VTA lost (LcId)

during the overlap is[8],

3 firEm 3wLcId
Vd -

IT 71
Cos . (2.3-5)

The first term on the left side of 2.3-5 is called the

control term and the second term the regulation term.

Equations 2.3-3 to 2.3-5 clearly show that a nonzero

overlap angle decreases the rectified voltage as well as

the rectified current.

Finally, an equation involving the overlap angle,

and the commutation inductance can be derived from

elementary principles. During the transfer of current

from one thyristor to another, the voltage across the

inductor Lc is

V = Lcd(id)/dt (2.3-6)
t

This equation can be written as,

Lc4lId = V ZS.t . (2.3-7)
t

where At is the time interval during which the change

in current Id occurs. The change in current in the
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incoming thyristor is from zero to full load current Id.

The term on the left hand side of 2.3-7 is the

voltage-time-area(VTA) representing overlap. This

overlap VTA is given in equation(2.3-2) as VTA2. Hence,

we arrive at the equation,

V-3-1Em

LcId = [CosoC- Cos(0(+ u)] . (2.3-8)
2w

which relates u and Lc. Note that when u = 0.0, Lc

0.0, and vice versa!

2.3-1-2 The Avera e Rectified Direct Current: Id

The equations for id and Id remain the same as in

2.2-6 and 2.2-7 except that the new vd and Vd apply,

respectively.

2.3-1-3 Thyristor Currents

The thyristor currents are shown in Fig.2.3-3. As

we mentioned earlier, since u is nonzero, each thyristor

conducts for 120+u and stays off for 240-u degrees for

every one cycle of the a.c. source voltage. Hence, the

conduction-state region has claimed some of the off-state

region by an amount equal to u degrees!

Finally, note the 'slow' process of current

transfer from an out-going thyristor to an incomming one.

For instance, current transfer from T1 to T3 starts at

the beginning of their overlap region and ceases at its
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end (whereas in the case for u = 0, the transfer was

abrupt or instant). The rate at which current decreases

in the out-going thyristor is the "inverse" of that at

which it increases in the incoming thyristor.

It is difficult but not impossible to obtain a

closed expression for the rms and the average values of

the thyristor currents. The ease of doing

_)

J

4 -4 4 I _...I I - .4 4

IX° 244 360 4e boo /zo

Degrees

Fig.2.3 -3. Thyrister Currents of heights Id.

this is one peculiar feature which attracted us to study

the case for u=0 where the waveforms were rectangular.

An approximate equation for the thyristor rms current can

be obtained by assuming that only the first harmonic

appears on the a.c. side. Hence, the thyristor current

is given by[4],

(3-1Id
Ilrms = I2rms = = I6rms - (2.3-9)

1r
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2.3-1-4 Alternating Current

As before, this waveform is derived from the

current waveform for the thyristors. The result is shown

in Fig.2.3-4. Using the same assumptions used in

approximating the rms value of the thyristor currents, we

obtain the rms alternating current as,

VrId
Iarms - (2.3-10a)

Lc

J ld 1 ______J

36 o +fiv bco 72 c

Degrees

Fig.2.3 -4. Alternating-currents: ia, ib, is with heights
Id or -Id.

2.3-1-5 Line-to-Line Input Voltage

The waveform for the input voltage is shown only

for the 'a'-phase for clarity. Refer to Fig.2.3-5. All

the other waveforms are the same except that they are
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displaced by the usual 120 degree phase shift. The line

voltage(not shown) for vab can be imagined.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

Fig.2.3 -S. Phase a Voltage WAVEFORM

-2.00

2.3-1-6 Thyristor Voltage

The thyristor voltage waveforms are determined as

earlier described (section 2.2-2-6). Now, including the

effect of overlap, the results for thyristor 3 are (in

order of conduction sequence):

(i) 12: V3 = vab

(ii) 123,23,234,34,345: V3 = 0.

(iii) 45: V3 = vbc

(iv) 456: V3 = (va+vb)/2 vc

= -1.5vb



(v) 56: V3 = vbc

(vi) 561: V3 = vb (va+vc)/2

= 1.5vb

(vii) 61: V3 = vba

(viii) 612: V3 = (vb+vc)/2 va

= 1.5va .

Hence, the waveform for V3 is as shown in Fig.2.3-6.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

Fig.2.3-6. Voltage across thyristor 3 (VAK3).
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In comparing this waveform with that obtained for u = 0 ,

the reader should pay particular attention to the region

below the zero line.

2i Conclusion

Our study so far has demonstrated some interest in

waveforms which we hope have brought hidden details to
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better focus. We shall now present some conclusive

characteristics of the 3-phase Bridge Rectifier.

2.5 Rectifier Characteristics

Before we conclude the present chapter with the

prot- ection of the thyristors, we will take a brief look

at the important characteristics[4] of the 3-phase bridge

rectifier. These characteristics will not only be useful

in designing the rectifier in the next chapter but will

also help us check the results of our design when

implemented in the computer. It is up to the reader to

investigate these charactristics from the discussions so

far presented. It should be note that these

characteristics are discussed for OC= 0.0 and u = 0.0 !

2.5-1 PULSE NUMBER

The pulse number of a converter(rectifier, in this

case) is the number of pulsations of vd ripples for one

alternating voltage cycle or the number of switchings per

period of the input voltage. The bridge rectifier has a

pulse number of six as can be verified from the waveforms

for vd in Fig.2.2-2b and Fig.2.3-2.

2.5-2 THYRISTOR PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE (PTV)

Also known as the repetitive peak reverse voltage

(RPRV), this is the absolute value of the maximum voltage
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across a thyristor in its non-conducting state. Thus,

the voltage rating of every thyristor selected for high

voltage applications (such as is the case for the high

voltage rectifier) must be at least equal to the peak

inverse voltage(PIV) of the thyristor. For our

rectifier,

PIV = FlEm

= 1.047Vdo (2.5-1)

which is the peak line-to-line voltage of the a.c. line

feeding the rectifier.

2.5-3 D.C. PEAK TO PEAK RIPPLE VOLTAGE (PPR)

The PPR is the difference between the highest and

lowest absolute values of the output voltage wave. This

voltage is given by,

ppr = 0.2321Em

= 0.1403Vdo (2.5-2)

2.5-4 INPUT RMS VOLTAGE and CURRENT

The effective line-to-neutral voltage of the input

a.c. is ,

Veff = Em/V7T

0.4275Vdo , (2.5-3)

and the effective value of the phase current is

Iaeff = Ibeff = Iceff

VT-71d.
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It should be noted that the above equations for

Veff and Iaeff are for the case where there are no

overlaps ( i.e. Lc=0.0). Recall that overlap is the

angular interval in electrical degrees or radians during

which an out-going thyristor conducts into the region of

conduction of an in-coming thyristor.

With overlap, then, the waveform for the phase

current Ia deviates from its rectangular nature depending

on the amount of overlap involved. Hence, the Iaeff

equation will have to be slightly modified to account for

this overlap effect. Current harmonics in Ia result

simply because the Ia waveform is rectangular or near

rectangular, instead of a pure sinusoid. However, with

overlap, the same but less harmonics are present in Ia

waveform.

Voltage harmonics are also present in Van(the line

to neutral voltage), and these are due to the

short-circuiting of the a.c. side during thyristor

overlaps. These short-circuiting effects are known as

commutation notches which are the "up and down" jumps in

the Van, Vbn and Von waveforms during thyristor overlaps.

It is clear then that equation (2.5-3) will have to be

modified to accommodate the effects of overlaps.



2.5-5 Apparent Power, Output Power and Power Factor

The Total Volt Ampere(VA) rating is,

S = 3(Veff)(Ieff)

= 1.0472 Pd

(which is also the input apparent power), where

Pd = VdId
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(2.5-5)

(2.5-6)

is the D.C. OUTPUT POWER of the rectifier in Watts. If

the input is made through a transformer, S is the

volt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary as well

as that of the primary. Also, we have

Pd = Veld + RId . (2.5-7)

Finally the bridge input power factor is

Pd

Pf (2.5-8)
S

which is 0.9549 for @ = 0.0 and u = 0.0. Observe that

since

factor

the overlap angle decreases

is also lowered.

Pd, then the power

2.5-6 THYRISTOR CURRENT

With zero overlap angle, the load current is always

carried by two thyristors: one from the upper limb and

the other from the lower limb. Each thyristor conducts

for 120 degrees (1/3 of the a c input voltage cycle of

360 degrees). Hence, the average value of the thyristor

current is,
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I = I /3 , (2.5-9)
tav d

and the effective value is,

I = I /TT (2.5-10)
teff d

2.5-7 THYRISTOR VOLT-AMPERE(VA) RATING

The VA rating of each thyristor is,

VA = I *(PIV)
t av

= 0.349Pd .

(2.5-11)

And for the six thyristors, the total VA rating is,

VA = 2.094*Pd . (2.5-12)
tt

2.5-8 PEAK THYRISTOR CURRENT

The maximum current that can flow through any

thyristor, under normal system operations, is obviously

Id. Hence,

I = Id . (2.5-13)
tmax

This, of course, corresponds to the zero overlap and zero

firing angle case.

Finally, we shall see how the high voltage

applications thyristors, which by their nature are

inherently delicate devices, are protected from system

abnormalities.
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2.6 Thyristor Protection

Thyristors used in high voltage converter

applications are constantly subjected to harzards due to

overloads. Overloads can lead to excess currents and

voltages in the rectifier. Furthermore, thyristor

switching usually generates dangerous voltage and current

transients. Also, normal as well as fault conditions and

variations of the a.c. supply can lead to undesirable

transients. Thus, the design engineer is faced with the

challenge of protecting the thyristor from overcurrents,

overvoltages, fast-rising currents, and fast-rising

voltages. If these system disorders are not prevented or

controlled, the safe and efficient operation of the

thyristor as well as the rectifier and associated busbars

and systems will be affected. Hence, protection is

normally inevitable.

Various methods of protection are available,

depending on the levels of power system reliability

desired. Some general guidelines for protection are

[7,93:

(1) The degree of desired system reliability.

(2) The possibility of load faults.

(3) The magnitude and the rate of rise of available fault

currents.

(4) The possibility and the magnitude of voltage

transients.
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(5) The expected rate of rise of voltage applied to a

thyristor.

(6) The cost and the expendability of thyristor cells.

(7) The economic consequences of overdesigning thyristor

cells.

(8) The operation of any of the protection circuits

should not cause excessive overcurrents or overvoltages

in the other parts of the converter.

In what follows, we present the most freqently used

methods of protecting the thyristor against the system

disorders mentioned earlier.

2.6-1 OVERCURRENT PROTECTION

Overcurrents in rectifiers and hence in the

associated thyristors are chiefly due to overloads and

system faults(e.g. short-circuits). The need for

adequate protection of thyristors from overcurrents can

be appreciated by realizing that overcurrents can destroy

semiconductor components, and lead to excessive heating

and magnetic stress in associated electrical devices.

Overcurrent protection measures generally have one

or more of the following objectives[7].

(1) To limit the duration of overloads and the frequency

of application of overloads.

(2) To limit the duration and magnitude of short

circuits.
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(3) To limit the duration and magnitude of fault currents

due to shorted semiconductor cells.

One of the two main groups of overcurrent

protective elements includes those elements which protect

the thyristor by interrupting or preventing the flow of

current. These elements include circuit breakers or

fuses which disconnect the circuit from the a.c. supply;

load breakers or fuses which isolate load faults from the

converter; cell fuses or breakers which isolate faulted

semiconductor cells; and current limiting fuses which

reduce excess currents. Overcurrent can also be

interrupted by gate-blocking the thyristors under fault

conditions.

The second group of overcurrent protective elements

includes those elements which limit the magnitude of

current as a result of their impedance. These include

the impedance of the a.c. source, the impedance of the

transformer, and the resistance and inductance of the

load circuit.

Finally, overcurrent protection can also be

achieved by thyristor overdesign. This obviously

involves a coordination between thyristor ratings and the

maximum expected currents under fault conditions. The

idea then is to design the thyristor to have a current

rating above the worst expected cases. One major problem

of this approach was the cost of power semiconductors.
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However, with recent decreasing costs of such devices,

the modern trend is to overdesign thyristors even when

other methods of protection are used[9].

2.6-2 di/dt PROTECTION

A thyristor is designed so that the conduction

region spreads out fast immediately as it is triggered

(by means of gate pulses). During turn-on, the thyristor

current may rise from zero to the full load current. In

general, as soon as the gate signal is applied, the

conduction region spreads out fast across the wafer and

junction at a speed of about 1000-5000 cm/sec[8].

However, the rate of rise of anode current (di/dt) may

become greater than the speed at which the current

spreads across the juntion. In this case, high current

densities occur around the gate terminal leading to "hot

spots" or local overheatings which could burn the

junction or result in consequent or subsequent thyristor

failure (due to junction overstressing).

High di/dt can also result from abrupt interruption

of current during thyristor reverse recovery during which

a high current can exist. Protection of the thyristor

from di/dt can be achieved in several ways[7], through :

(1) A Saturable Series Reactor: An inductor is included

in the anode circuit to limit the rate of current rise to

within rated thyristor values. This method of limiting
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di/dt is of special interest to us. This method is in

accordance with the equation,

di/dt = E/L , (2.6-1)

where E is the commutating voltage(1T Em)across the

thyristor, and L is the required series inductor.

Some reactors are so designed to go into magnetic

saturation at a current value below the thyristor current

rating [7].

It is noteworthy that, when properly selected, the

inductor L serves three purposes :

(a) It helps to force current sharing between parallel

paths. (This is due to the current-holding ability of

the inductor. Since the current in an inductor cannot

change instantaneously, current-sharing is enforced by

not allowing a complete transfer of current to any one of

parallel paths of the rectifier.)

(b) It limits di/dt when a thyristor is gated on.

(c) In conjunction with the snubber network (see section

2.6-4), it limits the dv/dt generated at turn-on and

thyristor reverse recovery.

As we noted earlier, the commutation inductance Lc

also helps to limit di/dt. Note also that in the case of

a semiconverter or if the converter is not intended to be

operated in the inverter mode, dv/dt control is usually

not required and hence the inductor L may be placed in

the a.c. line. In this case, the inductor Lc may be so
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selected both to limit di/dt and and to provide the

necessay amount of overlap.

Procedures for selecting the inductor L are widely

covered in the literature [9,13,14].

(2) Hard-drive Gate Firing Circuits: The use of

hard-drive gate cicuits to apply fast-rising gate

currents allows more junction area to be turned on

initially(during the gate-pulse stage). This enhances

the di/dt capabilities of the thyristors for fast

commutation(avoiding commutation failures).

(3) Greater Gate Current: Of less importance is the

application of a gate current greater than the

manufacturer-specified ignition current. Just as in (2)

above, this method has the advantage of ensuring the

rapid spread of the conduction region and thus avoids

"hot spots". However, for safety, the gate current pulse

applied must not exceed the specified maximum forward

current, Id.

2.6-4 OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION

Sudden release of energy inside or outside the

rectifier is the cause of overvoltages that may affect

the satisfactory operation of the high voltage thyristor.

Such a sudden release of energy may be due to switching

operations(mechanical or solid-state) and transients,

lightning and atmospheric discharges, and sudden
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interruption of thyristor reverse recovery current.

Also, when the load is a d.c. motor(back emf load), an

excessive overvoltage can result due to overspeed or rise

of field current.

The effect of overvoltages on thyristors include

possible consequent or subsequent destruction, especially

when applied in the reverse direction during the gate

pulse stage. Forward overvoltages can also be

detrimental to the thyristor if surface thyristor

breakdown occurs before the thyristor breaks over into

condution. Hence, the need to specify the maximum

forward thyristor voltage to help guide the protection

engineer in selecting protection procedures for the high

voltage thyristor. Finally, excess forward voltage can

turn on a thyristor earlier than necessary, leading to

system mal-operations.

Protection against overvoltages generally involve a

nonlinear resistor(of thyrite or zenner characteristics)

connected across the thyristor[5]. Lightning arrestors

also find applications in overvoltage protection. These

arrestors are so designed to absorb the energy released

in the rectifier, thus saving the thyristor. Finally,

the avalanche thyristor now in use is capable of handling

some reverse current without destruction. The use of

this device has simplified, to some extent, overvoltage

protection in power electronic circuits[8]. Where the
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avalanche thyristor cannot absorb all the energy

released, capacitors are used to absorb the difference.

In spite of this development of avalanche thyristors,

other overvoltage protection procedures are usually

required.

Finally we shall look at thyristor protection

against fast rising voltages(dv/dt).

2.6-5 dv/dt PROTECTION

There are two forms of dv/dt that are associated

with the operation of high voltage rectifiers. These are

Reapplied dv/dt and Forward dv/dt.

Reapplied dv/dt is a turn-off time condition. It

is the maximum permissible rate of reapplication of

off-state blocking voltage, while the thyristor is

regaining (after conduction) its rated off-state blocking

voltage following the thyristor's turn-off time tq under

stated circuit and temperature conditions[7]. It is only

of importance in determining the turn-off time. The idea

here is that if forward voltage is reapplied to the

thyristor immediately after conduction (during which time

there still exists some current in the thyristor), it

will switch into the conduction state again even without

the application of a gate pulse. Thus, free circuit

operation requires that forward voltage be reapplied only

after the expiration of tq. For our purposes, we note
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finally that this form of dv/dt is only of practical

importance, although simulation procedures are available

for research purposes[15].

The second form of dv/dt, forward dv/dt, is of

greater importance. Immediately after commutation and

during the off-state(except during thyristor delay) a

rectifier thyristor is reverse-biased with the repetitive

inverse voltage which is the chief cause of high dv/dt.

The depletion region (of the n1-p2 junction) of a

reverse-biased thyristor has the characteristics of a

capacitor, since any semiconductor junction possesses

some capacitive behavior. Hence, according to the

relation,

i = Cdv/dt , (2.6-2)

a fast changing voltage across the n1-p2 junction could

result is a positive current large enough to drive the

thyristor into the conduction state during the forward

blocking state (The thyristor is said to provide a

current bypass on the application of fast rising voltages

in the reverse direction[12].) This false turn-on is

undesirable[18] especially in the case where the

rectifier is operated as an inverter. Hence, each

thyristor has a rated critical rate of rise of off-state

voltage which should not be exceeded. Other system

conditions could also lead to high values of dv/dt having

the same false turn-on results[7]. Finally, note that in
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general the term dv/dt refers to the forward dv/dt.

Therefore, throughout our writing, dv/dt, wherever used,

refers to this form.

Solution to the dv/dt problem takes various

forms[7]:

(1) Connection of an RC Snubber circuit across the

thyristor.

(2) Use of spark gaps.

(3) Use of electronic crowbar circuits to provide

microsecond protection against voltage transients.

(4) Selection of thyristors with high dv/dt.

Because of space and importance to our objective, only

the first method of dv/dt suppression will be discussed.

A snubber circuit(Fig.2.6-1), in its simplest form,

consists of a resistor and a capacitor connected in

series and placed in shunt with the thyristor.

Fig.2.6-1. The Snubber Circuit.
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In Fig.2.6-1, the inductor L is that discussed in section

2.6-2. In that section, we noted that one of the three

main purposes of L is to work in conjunction with the

series R-C network to suppress maximum dv/dt generated by

switching(especially turn-off), reverse recovery, and

voltage transients (eg. the repetitive peak transient

voltage) across the thyristor. It is customary, then, to

view L as the series suppressor and the R-C combination

as the shunt suppressor, since the voltage transient to

be suppressed is shared between the two sections.

The underlying principle of operation of the RLC

suppression network is now explained(refer to Fig 2.6-1).

During conduction(before the critical time of reverse

recovery), the initial capacitor voltage is zero whereas

the peak reverse recovery current I exists in the

circuit. The commutating voltage E is assumed a

steady-state voltage appearing across the RLC

combination. During the off-state, the voltage e appears

across the R-C network as a reverse recovery voltage; and

the current I, which becomes established in L, is forced

to transfer to the R-C path. Transients result due to

this current transfer and the sudden change of the

voltage across the thyristor from zero to the reverse

recovery voltage whose peak value is the line-to-line

supply voltage. The RLC network is called to suppress

the resulting transients. The analysis of the snubber
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network under worst case circuit conditions and the

design procedures for selecting the values of the

elements R, L, and C, and the suppression principles are

available in the literature[7,9,13,14].

Finally, we have discussed in some detail the

various major undesirable system conditions associated

with the operation of the 3-phase bridge rectifier and

the methods of controlling these conditions. What

methods are selected vary from installation to

installation depending on the most prevalent system

conditions. The design engineer must, therefore, first

determine the conditions under which his installation

will operate. His choice must depend on the safe

operating consequences of his methods of protection, on

the economic realization of such methods and on the

limitations involved with his choice. It must be noted

that maximum protection always involves protecting the

system against the worst anticipated conditions.

2.7 Conclusion

With the theory of operation of the rectifier so

far presented and the discourses on the protection

principles and methods, we are now fully ready to design

and implement the 3-phase bridge rectifier in an

Electromagnetic Transients Program(EMTP).
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CHAPTER THREE

DESIGN AND MODELING OF THE 3-PHASE BRIDGE RECTIFIER

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter, we shall use the theory of the

3-phase bridge rectifier discussed in Chapter Two to

design the rectifier required for the high voltage direct

current(HVDC) transmission system. We shall also

implement the rectifier in the computer, using as

software the Electro-Magnetic Transients Program(EMTP).

We shall then be able to compare our design and modeling

results with those obtained in Chapter Two.

3.1 Problem Statement

Suppose we are given a 3-phase, 20 MVA,

10 V7727 KV, Y-connected synchronous generator whose

output voltage is to be rectified to drive a d.c. motor

requiring 200 V(d.c.). It is required to obtain

necessary design parameters for a 3-phase bridge

rectifier for this operation.

3.2 The Design

To follow the theory of Chapter Two as closely as

possible, we shall perform calculations for the zero

overlap angle case and then for the nonzero overlap case.

We shall also pause from time to time to observe the
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consequences of overlap.

3.2-1 Case of Overlap u=0.0, and Firing Angle 0C =15.0

degrees

The average rectified direct voltage, Vd is

(2.2-5),

3 Irri Em
Vd = Cosol- ,

it

where Em is the peak line to neutral voltage. Hence, we

have

Vd = 15.9762 KV (D.C).

(Observe that the rectifier will be inoperable if Vc >

Vd.)

The average value of the rectified output current,

Id, is calculated by assuming a load resistance value of,

say, Rd = 18.895 Ohms(for higher Id, use lower Rd), which

includes the series resistance(4.0 Ohms) of the d.c.

voltage source. Hence, Id is(from 2.2-7)

Vd - Vc
Id -

Rx

15.9762 - 0.2
X 1000

18.895

834.940 Amps(D.C.)

This means that the synchropnous generator is supplying

an rms current of(2.2-8)
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4/
1

2

Iarms = Id --
3

= 681.726 Amps(rms) ,

from each phase.

The maximum positive voltage across any thyristor

is(from eq.2.2-10)

V+ = E Sin
LL

= 10 V3/2 1Sin(15)

= 3.1698 KV,

which is the voltage across a thyristor before it is

fired.

The rectified output power is, using equation

2.5-6,

Pd = VdId

= Veld + RId (sqd)

= 14.303 MW (D.C.),

and the apparent power input is

S = VT V Iarms

Hence, the power factor is

pf

LL

= 14.978 MVA.

Pd

S

= 0.9549 ,

which should be the case for u = 0.0 .

The reactive power required by the converter

terminals is
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Q = s [1. (pf)2 3 (3.2-1)

= 4.447 MVAR ,

which is about 30 % of the input apparent power.

3.2-2 Case of Overlap Angle u = 10.0 and Firing

Angle c. = 15.0 degrees

Equation 2.3-4 gives us the average rectified

direct voltage as

Vd -

Vdo[Cos + Cos( + u)3

2

= 15.48327 KV(D.C),

whence Vdo is the ideal no load direct voltage given by

3 VEm
Vdo -

IT

We shall now assume that Rd remains at the same

value as for the zero overlap case. This assumption is

logical for a constant load. Then the rectified current

is

Id =
Vd Vc

Rd

= 864.78 Amps .

With this value of Id, we can now calculate the

commutation inductance required for the specified amount

of overlap(u = 10.0). From equation 2.2-8, the

commutation inductance Lc is
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Em[Cos OC. cos( 0C, + u)]
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2wId

= 1.6931 mH.

The maximum positive voltage across any thyristor

is the same as for the zero overlap case:

V+ = 3.1698 KV,

since V+ is a function only of OL .

The rectifier output power is calculated as

Pd = VdId

= 12.5236 MW(D.C).

Using equation 2.3-10b, we calculate the rms line

current as

Iarms =
3 fEm [cos DC- cos( 04- + u)]

21TXc

= 630.6815 Amps(rms)

(since Xc = wLc), so that the apparent power input is

S = V Iarms
LL

= 13.3787 MVA ;

and the power factor is

pf =

Pd

S

= 0.936 .

In conclusion, the reactive power Q required is

Q = S V El (p014 ]

= 4.709 MVAR ,

and this value is 35 % of the input apparent power.
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Finally, observe that in comparison to the

zero-overlap case, the non-zero overlap case has its Vd,

Id, Pd, and pf lowered and its percentage reactive power

increased. The reduction in Vd, Id, Pd and pf, is the

price we pay for operating the rectifier at overlaps

greater than zero. This is also true for operations at

increasing values of 04, , maximum results being obtained

at 44= 0.0 and u = 0.0 .

One major drawback of the HVDC transmission system

is the large amount of reactive power required by the

converter terminals[6]. Our calculations have shown that

the percentage Q required increases with increasing

overlap. (This is also true for increasing firing angle

OC ). Methods are available for reactive power

compensation[6,20]----to provide and control the required

reactive power.

Most practical applications require a firing angle

value of about 7 degrees since a thyristor must have some

positive voltage(V+) across it by the time it is fired.

Hence, the firing angle of 0.0 degrees which gives

maximum output is rarely used since possible commutation

failure must be avoided. However, the need to allow some

margin for proper control makes a firing angle of about

15 degrees safe in practical applications.

Finally, the value of the overlap angle u depends

on the inductance Lc, the amount of regulation required
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and the amount of filtering desired on the a.c. side.

The rectifier is rarely operated at overlaps greater than

60 degrees.

3.2-3 Thyristor Data

The selection of appropriate thyristors for the

rectifier requires the guidance of the theories developed

in Chapter Two.

The maximum voltage expected across any thyristor

is the peak repetitive reverse voltage( iniEm). Thus,

the six thyristors we elect to use must each be able to

withstand about 20,000.0 Volts. Our calculations show

that each thyristor must also be able to carry about

1,000.0 Amps.

These elementary data take us to Reference[7] page

660 from in series, each having the ratings just

specified. Hence, each thyristor in the said figure must

be rated 20,000.V, 1000.0A, 35.0 A/micro.sec. di/dt, and

5000.0 V/micro.sec. dv/dt.

3.2-4 di/dt Protection

The inductor L required to limit di/dt is

calculated from[14],

Eacp

(1 + n)L
di/dt rated, (3.2-1)
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with Eacp defined as V31Em and n = 1.

From (3.2-1), L is calculated as,

VT1 Em
L >

2di/dt

--;>. 0.24744 mH.

The above inequality allows us to select 'any' suitable

value of L, based on experimental results. The value L =

0.41568 mH resulting from trial and error is preferred

since it not only limits di/dt but also ensures proper

current sharing(especially during the transfer of current

from one thyristor to another) between thyristors. If

the value of L is not suitable for proper current

sharing, it will be noted that the rate of change of

current in an incoming thyristor is not equal to the rate

of change of current in an outgoing thyristor,

considering absolute values of these rates.

3.2-5 dv/dt Protection

To design the snubber circuit required to limit

dv/dt, we first note that the thyristor manufacturer is

supposed to specify the snubber resistance RE14]. Since

this is not specified in our thyristor data source, we

select a value of R = 40.0 Ohms and conform all other

calculations to this value.

With this value of R we shall calculate the

resulting dv/dt. If the calculated value is greater than
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that specified by the manufacturer, we will then need to

upgrade the dv/dt capability of the snubber network. On

the other hand, if the calculated value is less than the

specified value, we are in business; and in fact we may

elect to select lower dv/dt capability thyristors.

Now using R = 40.0 Ohms, the resulting dv/dt is

[147,

dv/dt
Em*R

.> 6L
(3.2-2)

277.78V/micro.sec. ,

which is far below the manufacturer specified value.

Thus, for economic reasons, we may, in a situation

requiring practical designs, select lower dv/dt

thyristors!

Finally, the snubber capacitor is calculated

from[14],

8L
C

Hence, C 2.078 microFarads(or mF).

Again, because of the inequality, we shall use a

capacitance(C) value of 2.35 micro Farads.

In conclusion, it must be noted that the design

procedures for di/dt and dv/dt suppression do not

guarantee total transient suppression but suppression of

the transients to within acceptable levels. Hence,
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whatever is finally acceptable for transient suppression

should always depend on aspects such as cost, operational

efficiency, convenience and the level of reliability

desired.

3.2-6 Data Summary

numerical caciculations are nowThe summary of our

given:

(a) De_ = 15., u = 0.0 (b) p.. = 15., u = 10.0

Vd = 15.9762 KV Vd = 15.48327 KV

Id = 864.768 A Id = 808.8804 A

R = 18.895 Ohms R = 18.895 Ohms

L = .41568 mH L = .41568 mH

C = 2.35 microF. C = 2.35 microF.

(7.35 microF for VAK's). (7.35 microF for VAK's).

Lc = 1.6931 mH

In both (a) and (b), a smoothing inductor Ld of

about 15.OmH is used. This choice is guided by the

amount of inductance that will not only fairly smooth out

the rectified current but will also result in a good

operation of the di/dt and dv/dt protection elements.

Although we have made this choice by trial and error,

calculation methods abound[5,17), depending on the amount

of smoothness desired in the rectified current, id.
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3.3 EMTP Modeling of the Rectifier

The 3-phase bridge rectifier is modeled in the

Electromagnetic Transients Program[EMTP]. Our rectifier

modeling procedure is based on the contents of th EMTP

rule book[15], primarily according to the 'Structure of

EMTP Input Data'. Rather than reproduce the Rule Book in

the present material, we shall only have space to

comment, as we go on, on the important aspects of the

modeling, and this, only in the most general form. Thus,

it is assumed that the reader has a fair knowledge of the

EMTP.

Because the EMTP is not, in its present stage, at

its height of development, a great deal of time was spent

in search of simulation strategies! Again, due to space,

we shall not convey the details of these strategies to

the reader.

3.3-1 Circuit Modification

The actual circuit used for the simulation is shown

in Fig.3.3-1. The EMTP disallows the connection of more

than one switch at a node. Hence, the resistors Rs of

0.0035 Ohms have been inserted at the appropriate points

in the circuit of Fig.2.1-1 as shown in Fig.3.3-1.

Fig.3.3-1, then, with all the lettering shown is the form

in which the input is made into the EMTP.
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3.3-2 Simulation Strategy

The control system aspect of the modeling is

provided by the 'Transient Analysis of Control

Systems[TACS]. Thus, we have in the EMTP, an

interfacing(Fig.3.3-2) of the EMTP(which does the

calculations) and the TACS(which provides the control).

The strategy used is to measure the voltage(VAK)

across each thyristor using TAGS Device 99, whose input

signal sources come from TACS Device 90. If the voltage

VAK is greater than zero, the angle(ALF) of the present

point will be calculated by TACS Device 58(integrator)

and this calculation will continue until VAK is less than

zero. When and if VAK is less than zero, Device 58 will

be reset to zero. The input into Device 58 is the number

21600( i.e. 21rf, where f = 60 Hz ).

When the angle(ALF) is greater than or equal to the

specified firing angle(ALFA), a pulse will be sent to the

EMTP to trigger the appropraite thyristor.

Finally, note that experience in using the TACS

devices will prove that a lot of tactics are needed since

it is obvious that a programmer will not always find

available the devices that directly perform desired

tasks.
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3.4 Numerical Stability in the EMTP

An EMTP problem commonly known as hash('zig-zag

waveforml)[19] may arise in the course of simulating the

rectifier in the EMTP. Although our implementation did

not encounter the hash problem, it is recommended that

the designer consult the referenced paper if the said

problem is encountered.

3.5 Results and Comments

Before we present results compatible and comparable

with the sketches of Chapter Two, it is in order here to

first present Vd waveforms for specific values

of 0C which are normally sufficient to prove that a

rectifier is working properly as designed.

In some waveforms, the first cycle(360 degrees) is

ususally not perfect owing to initial conditions which

are in the process of being established. If such

imperfection presents serious difficulties, we shall use

waveforms beyond the first cycle.

The waveforms for pl.. = 0.0, 30.0, and 60.0 are

given in Figs.3.5-1, 3.5-2, and 3.5-3, respectively. A

comparison of these waveforms with those given by Kimberk

in Reference[5] page 76, for the same values of C. and

zero overlap angle, shows that our simulation result is a

reproduction of Kimberk's.
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3.6 Overall Results and Comments

We shall now examine and comment on the the results

of the EMTP modeling of the rectifier. The two cases of

overlap will be discussed just as we did in Chapter Two.

We may also note some discrepances between the two cases

of overlap. Our dependence on waveforms will continue to

be evident.

3.6-1 Case of Firing Angle OC = 15 and Overlap u = 0.0

degrees

The waveforms obtained for the zero overlap angle

case are now presented:

(1) Direct Positive and Negative Voltages: vdPn and vdNn

The direct positive and negative voltage---vdPn and

vdNn--- with respect to the neutral point of the a.c.

source are shown in Fig.3.6-1 as waveforms a and b,

respectively

1.04 2.00

WITS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

120.00 240.00 368.28 480.00 600.00
DEGREES / SASE) 0 60 14

///

VOLTAGES vdPn and

ce.. ,5.. u O.J. Ld
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Note that both waveforms are similar in shape to those in

Fig.2.2-2a except for minor dv/dt effects.

(2) The rectified Direct Voltage: vd or VN12

vd is shown in Fig.3.6-2, and it is the same as

that in Fig.2.2-2b. Recall that vd = vdPn - vdNn. The

average rectified direct voltage Vd is the same as that

calculated earlier

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

240.00 360.00 480.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6 -2. RECTIFIED VOLTAGE: vd or ON12

CC= 15., u = 0.0, Ld = 15.mH.ENOTE: vd is not a function of Ld].

(3) Rectified Direct Current: id

Fig.3.6-3 shows the waveform for id. The ripples

in id are evident. To get a ripple-free current, Ld will

have to be increased. However, the value of Ld

used(15.OmH) retains the waveform-shape that does not

conceal the pulsations in id. The pulse number of the
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rectifier is seen to be 6.

1.E3 2.00

APPS

1.00

0.00
I 1

1

120.00 240.00 360.00 480.00 600.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

Fig.3.6-3. RECTIFIED CURRENT: id
(current NABC1 to NABCX)(4= 1S..0 = 0.0, Ld = 15.mH,

(4) Thyristor Currents: I1, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.

The thyristor currents are shown in Figs.3.6-4 to

3.6-9. As expected, each current pulse has a peak value

of Id. The shape of id is retained.

1.E3 2.00

APPS

1.00

0.00

-1.99

120.00 240.00 360.00 480.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6-4. THYRISTOR ONE CURRENT:

A= 15., u = 0.0, Ld = 15.mH.



1.E3 2.00

(WS

1.00

0.00

1.E2 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00

1.E3 2.00 -

ANDS

0.00

120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6 -5. THYRISTOR
TWO CURRENT: 12

04:= 15., u = 0.0, Ld = 15.mH.

120.00 248.00 360.00 480.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

TH'fRISTOR THREE CURRENT: 13

VOL= 15., u 0.0, Ld =

1

1

120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00 600.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

F1g.3.6-7. TRTRISTOR FOUR 1:UPRENT: 14

goc= 15., u = 0.0. Ld =
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1.03 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00
120100

I -T-

240 .00 360.00 480.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6-8. THYRISTOR FLUE CURRENT: IS

04,..= 15., u = 0.0. Ld = 15.mA.

1.E3 1.00

AMPS

0.50

0.00
120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00

DEGREES BASED ON 60

-0.50
THYRISTOR SIX CURRENT:

a= 15., u = 0.0, Ld = 15.mH.

16
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These curents should be compared with those in Fig.

2.2-3, noting the current pulse spacings and durations,

which are all in agreement. Interestingly, note the

effect of di/dt at the turn-on point of each thyristor;

of course, L has already reduced the di/dt effects.

(5) Commutation Current: Overlap of thyristors 3 and 5

The waveform for when current is commutated from

thyristor 3 to 5, is shown in Fig.3.6-10. The overlap is

seen to be zero except for the small effect of the

inductor L.

1.E3 2.00

Ares

1.00

0.00
120.00 240.00 360.00 420.00

DEGREES BASED ON 60

-1.00 OVERLAP OF 13 and 15.
Fig.3.6-10.

Q(.= 15.. u = 0.0, Ld = 1S.mH.

-2.00

(6) Alternating-Currents: ia, ib, is

The currents ia, ib, and is are indicated in Figs.

3.6-11 to 3.6-13. The notable di/dt effects in these

currents were acquired from the thyristor currents.
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These effects are the only aspects by which the present

waveforms differ from those in Fig.2.2-4.

1.E3 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

;.E3 2.00-

AMPS

1.00

0.00

120.00 240.00 360.0_
DEGREES BASED ON

_

481.00 600.00
GO

Fig.3.6-11. ALTERNATING-CURRENT: la

44= 15., u= 0.0. Ld = 177.mH.

120.0 240.00
DEGREES

-1.00

-2.00

360.00 430.0
BASED ON 60

Fig.3.6-12.ALTERNATING-CURRENT:
lb

CPC= 15. u = 0.0, Ld = 15.mA.

600.00



AMPS

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

1 I

i120.00

j

1
T 1

240.06
DEGREES

360.00
BASED ON

430.00
60

b00.0

Fig.3.6-13.ALTERNATING-CURRENT: is

4K:= 15., 1.1 = 0.0, Ld = 15.r44.
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The input a.c. line-to-line voltages are

unaltered. The waveforms are not shown.

(7) Thyristor Voltages: VAK1,VAK2,...VAK5,VAK6

Whereas in Chapter Two only thyristor three voltage

was sketched, here we show all the thyristor

voltages(Figs. 3.6-14 to 3.6-19). In Fig.3.6-20, we

have shown thyristor 3 voltage over four cycles(1440

degrees). Comparing these waveforms with that of

thyristor three in Fig. 2.3-5, note the peak inverse

voltage, the duration, the shape and the displacement of

each thyristor voltage. These are all in good harmony.



VOLTS

0.00

1.00

2.00

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

]

I

120.00 24'.00 360.0
D GREES BASED

420.00 600.00
OH 60

Fig,3.6-14.THYRISTOR ONE VOLTAGE:
Olt= 15.0, u= 0.0 Ld = 115.mH.

120.00 240.00
DEGREE

360.00 430.00 600.00
BASED ON 60

-2.00

Fig.3.6-15. THYRISTOR TWO VOLTAGE: VAK2
ot= 15.0, u= 0.0, Ld =
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VOLTS

2.00

1.00

0.00

-1.U0

-2.00

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

120.03
r r

240.00
DEGREES

1i1 -
3601.00 420.00
BRED ON GO ,

I

s

Fig.3.6-16. THYRISTOR THREE VOLTAGE:

401..= 15.0, u= 0.0, Ld =

-1.00

-2.00

600.00

1 1

240.00
DEGREES

,

360.00
BASED on

i

/

1

480.00
60

r .

600.00

Fig.3.6-17. THYRISTOR FOUR VOLTAGE: U44
01C,= 15.0, u= 0.0, Ld = 15.6H.
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.E4 2.00 1

(JOLTS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

1.E4 2.00

uOLTs

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

12.00 240.01
DEGREES

76

360.00 41_400
BASED ON 60/

A

Fig.3.6-18.111HYPISTOR 11RIFS

eg:= 15.0, u= 0.0. L1 =

120.00 / 240.00
i DEGREES

360.00
BASED ON

600.0f.

7

480.00 / 600.00
60

Fig.3.6-19 .THYPISTOR SIX ALTAGE: 1,1143

ls.e, u= 0.0, Ld = 1E.mH.



T.E-4 2.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00

1

1.00

2.00

240.00

I I 1

480.00
DEGPEES BWED ON 1 60

721.00 1

1
i

t+_

i
1

/

360.00 Iii
1200 . 0

Fig.3.6-20. THYRISTOR THREE (3.DLTAGE:

oc. 15., u=0.0, Ld = 15.mH.
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The effects of dv/dt can be observed at the lowest parts

of each waveform. These effects are obviously limited by

the snubber circuit and the inductor L.

Finally, we shall conclude this results

presentation with the results of the

non-zero-overlap-angle case.

3.6-2 Non-zero Overlap Angle Case: 04. = 15.0, U = 10.0

The associated waveforms for this case are:

(1) Direct Positive and Negative Voltages: vdPn and vdNn

vdPn and vdNn are shown in Fig. 3.6-21 as
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waveforms a and b, repectively, and these agree with the

waveforms in Fig. 2.3-1. The effect of overlap is

clearly evident if Fig.3.6-21 is compared with its

zero-overlap angle counterpart waveforms(Fig.3.6-1).

Explanations and thyristor conduction sequences are as

discussed in Chapter Two. Observe in Fig.3.6-21 that

overlap of any two thyristors in either the "P" or "N"

pole affects the waveform in the opposite pole.

I.;"4 2.e0

VOLTS

1.00
I

INZ-t.
(NI

Iv
-Th

0.00

1.00

2.00

A 120.00 240.00 360.00 420.00
DEGREES ;1 BASED ON 'I

i,

i

ri I

600.00

Fig.3.6-21. .01_TAGES vdPn and viiHn.

a= 15.0. u = 10.0. Lc, = 15.OrrH.

(2) Rectified Direct Voltage: vd or VN12

vd is shown in Fig.3.6-22 and can be comparably

related to that in Fig2.3-2. The voltage jumps in the

uppermost parts of the waveform have been due to minor

dv/dt effects. The average rectified direct voltage Vd
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is smaller here in comparison to the zerooverlap case.

.F=4 4.00

VOLTS

2.00

iJ \.1-4

0.00
120.00 240.00 360.00 4 3 0 . 600.00

DEGREES EASED ON 60

-2.00

Fig.3.6-22. RECTIFIED UOLTAGE: ud or 1,)N12

04.= IS.J U = 10.0 Ld = 1S.0mH.

-4.00
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(3) Rectified Direct current: id

Fig.3.6-23 shows the waveform for id. The inductor

Ld can be increased to decrease the presence of ripples

in id. For a d.c. motor operated on d.c. current, id

will have to be a lot smoothed out to avoid heating in

the windings due to id harmonics. If the d.c. motor is

voltage operated, then vd will have to be smoothed out

using capacitor banks. Inductive and capacitive

smoothing is a subject covered in most power electronics

texts.

1.i73 2.00

AMPS

LOU

0.00

1.00

2 .00

120.00 240.00 360.00 420.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

Fig.3.6-23.RECTIFIED CURRENT: id

u = 10.0. Lei =

300.00
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(4) Thyristor Currents: I1, 12,...,15, 16.

The currents 11, 12,...,15 and 16 are shown in

Figs.3.6-24,25,...,29. Again, these are comparable to

those in Fig.2.3-3. As we expected, the rate at which

current changes(increases) at the leading edge is the

sign opposite of that at which it decreases at the

trailing edge, of each current pulse. Also, the usual

di/dt effects at thyristor turnon are clearly evident.

1.E3 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00 -

120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6-24.THYRISTOR ONE CURRENT:

15.0. u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH.
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1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

1

1

120.00

1

/11 TI
240.00
DEGREES
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1
i

.

360.00 41110.00 600.00
EASED ON 60

Fig.3.6-27.THYRISTOP FOUR CURRENT :14

t/..= 15.0, u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH.

LE3 2.00 1

AMPS

1.00

0.00

j

-1.00

-2.00

120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00 600.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

Fig.3.6-28. THYPISTOP FINE CURREN'-: IS

p(= 15.0, u = 10.0. Ld 15.0mH.
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I.08

0.00 -I ri I IT t

120.00 240.00 360.00 430.00 600.00
DEGREES EASED ON 60

-1.00

F g . 3 . 6 -29 THYRISTOR SIX CURRENT: 16

1F.0, u = 10.0; Ld = 1.F.0mH.

-2.001

84
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(5) Commutation Current: Overlap of 13 and 15

The transfer of current from T3 to T5 is shown in

Fig. 3.6-30. Note again the opposite rate of change of

current in the in-coming thyristor as compared to that at

which current changes in the out-going thyristor. Also,

interestingly, observe that the overlap angle is 10.0

degrees as designed. If the eyeball indicates an overlap

value above 10.0 degrees, the excess is due to the

inductor L.

1.E3 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00
120.00 240.00 360.00 480.00

DEGREES BASED ON 60
600.00

Fig.3.6-30. OVERLAP OF 13 AND 15

C4= 15.0, u = 10.0, Ld = 1.5.0mH.

(6) Alternating-Current: ia, ib, ic

Figs.3.6-31 to 3.6-33 show waveforms for ia, ib and

ic, and these compare with those in Fig. 2.3-4. The
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waveshapes and the periods are as obtained in our

sketches. Minor transients are noted at both turn-on and

turn-off of the thyristors.

.E3

AMPS

1.00

\v----+1

I

i

I

I

i

i

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

ii120.00

..Aa
I 1 T 1

1 240.00
DEGREES

i

360.06
EASED ON

480.00
60

IN-7)
1 600.00

1

Fig.3.6-31. ALTERNATING-CURRENT: is

t4= 15.0.. u = 10.0. Ld = 15.0mH.
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(7) Thyristor Voltages: VAK1,VAK2,...,VAK3

As mensioned earlier, the dv/dt- and

di/dt-transient limiters guarantee limitation of

transients to within acceptable levels. Hence, the minor

effects of dv/dt in the thyristor voltages(for C

2.35micro. F) are shown in Fig.3.6-34 for Thyristor 1.

The dv/dt effects not totally eliminated by the transient

limiters are indicated as 'X' in that figure.

t.E4 d.00

VOLTS

1.00

0.00 1

120.00

-1.00

-2.00

r
1

240.00 360.0
(DEGREES EASEC>f

450.00
ON GO

00.00

Fig.3.6-34. TWI.RISTOR ONE ,..40LTAC,E:

C4.= 15.0. u = 10.0. Ld = 1S.0N,H.
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To obtain total dv/dt limitation, we used a C value

of 7.35 microfarads. Hence, the results for

VAK1,VAK2,...,VAK6 are shown in Fgs3.6-35, 3.6-37,...,

3.6-40, respectively. These waveforms are in perfect

agreement with that in Fig.2.3-6 in every conceivable

fashion! Note, however, that this value of C does not

guarantee adequate current sharing in conjunction with

the inductor L, so that this new value of C may call for

a new value of L.

In Fig.3.6-41, VAK3 is shown over four cycles. All

explanations are as per the calculations of section

2.3-3-6.

1.E4 a.00

UOLTS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

-2.00

120.00 240 00 360.0 480.00 690.00
/DEGREES BASE ON GO

Fig.3:G-35. THYRISTOR ONE VOLTAGE: VAK1
a.= 15.0, u = 10.0.. Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.35 F.
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-2.00

Fig.3.6-36.THYRISTOR TWO VOLTAGE: OAK2

C4:= 15.0, u = 10.0 Ld = 15.0mH C = 7.3SAF.

90

120. 0 240.00 303.00 420. 0 600.00
DEGREES DOSED ON 60

AI

Fig.3.6-37,
THYRISTOR THREE VOLTAGE: VAK3

1S.0, u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.35,kF.
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Fig.3.6 -38. THYRISTOR FOUR VOLTAGE: VAK4

CPC= 15.0, u = 10.0. Ld = 15.0mH, C = .35/4F.

10.00 240. 0
DEGREES

360.00
BASED ON

600.50

Fig.3.6-39.THYRISTOR FIVE VOLTAGE: VAKS
00:1= 15.0. u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.35!4.F.
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2.00

1 T 1

120.00 240.00
DEGREES

360.00 480.00
BASED ON 60

600.00

Fig.3.6-40.THYRISTOR SIX VOLTAGE: VAK6
014.= 15.0, u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.35A F.

Fig.3.6 -41. THYRISTOR THREE CURRENT: VAK3

OL= 15.0, u = 10.0, Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.351/F.
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(7) Input Line-to-Line a.c. Voltage

The waveform in Fig.3.6 -242 is the input

line-to-line a.c. voltage, vab. All other line-to-line

voltages are similar except for the usual 120.0 degrees

displacement. Explanations for the indentations and

protrusions are as per our calculations in Section

2.3-3-5. This waveform is obviously not sinusoidal.

Hence, here is one reason why power electronic equipments

generate voltage harmonics which may interfare with other

uses of the same supply voltage.

1.E4 2.00

VOLTS

.00

1

120.00/ 240.00 36 0 430.00 / 600.00
DEGREES BAS. ON GO

Fig.3.6-42. Line-to-Line Input t1oltde: Llab

04= 15.0. u = 10.0. Ld = 15.0mH, C = 7.35 F.
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3.7 Conclusion

The implementaion in the EMTP, of the 3-phase

bridge rectifier, on the basis of the theory discussed in

Chapter Two, has led to expected results. Although we

heavily relied on waveforms to verify our simulation

results, the numerical aspects are also correct and in

agreement with the empirical calculations.

Realistic deviations from the ideal results of

Chapter Two have also been noted and explained. We shall

now proceed to discuss very briefly, the theory of the

3-phase bridge inverter in view of implementation to the

EMTP simulation in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FOUR

OPERATING THEORY OF THE 3-PHASE BRIDGE INVERTER

4.0 Introduction

In the language of power electronics and HVDC

transmission theory, the opposite of rectification is

inversion. Whereas in rectification a C power is

converted to d.c. power, in inversion d.c. power is

converted to a.c. power. In modern applications, the

need to convert d.c. power to a.c. power, often arises.

For instance, if 3-phase power is required to run an a.c.

motor where only d.c. power is available, the said

conversion from d.c. to a.c. is inevitable. This is

also true in high voltage direct current(HVDC)

transmission system technology where power transmitted as

d.c.(for convenience) is inverted to a.c. power to suit

certain applications. This inversion is performed by the

3-phase bridge inverter(BI).

The 3-phase BI is a 'mirror image' of the 3-phase

bridge rectifier(BR). Therefore, since we discussed the

BR in some details in Chapter Two, we shall focus on the

major aspects peculiar to the operation of the BI.

We shall also continue to depend on waveforms to

convey the necessary information sufficient to take us

through the design and modeling of the BI in the next

chapter.
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4.1 The Principle of Inversion

We noted in Chapter Two(section 2.2-2-2) that when

the firing angle 04. for the rectifier varies from 90 to

180 (for u = 0.0) degrees, the current Id becomes

negative, which means a reversal of power flow direction.

However, since the direction of current in the thyristors

cannot be reversed, power reversal can only be achieved

by reversing the average rectified direct voltage! Then

the voltage Vd is said to oppose the current Id, and the

result is an operation of the rectifier as an inverter.

This means then that power flow is from the right to the

left of the network in Fig.2.1-1: d.c. power is being

converted to a.c. power.

With the introduction of overlap, power reversal(or

negative Vd) begins at a firing angle of[5]

180 - u

b 2

(4.1-1)

where both 04, and u are measured in degrees. The

angle 04 is seen to be less than 90 degrees.

Equation(4.1-1) places a lower bound on oCi, the angle

at which an inverter is fired.

An upper bound on the firing angle is determined by

the quiescent (or turn-off) time tq and the power

factor(which is Cosc4i). The time that elapses after

forward current ceases to flow and before forward voltage

can be safely reapplied is tq[7]. If tq does not elapse
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before forward voltage is reapplied after turn-off, the

thyristor fails to deionize (deionization occurs during

tq) and switches back to the on-state, leading to a

commutation failure, since the forward current Id is

transfered back to the out-going thyristor.

The time during which reverse voltage appears

across a thyristor during turn-off is called the reverse

voltage time, try. Immediately after try, forward

voltage appears across the out-going thyristor. We can

then state that for correct thyristor recovery and to

aviod commutation failure, tq must be greater than try ,

where

1 8 0 . - OCi u
try = ( J/180) , (4.1-2)

w

given that o(i is the angle at which the inverter is

fired. If is increased, u must also increase.

Therefore, try shrinks rapidly. Hence, for an inverter

thyristor, the firing angle 00:-1 must be less than 180

degrees by an amount equal to the sum of the commutation

and quiescent angles. Therefore, typical firing angles

range from 135 to 145 degrees.

Another consideration for the upper bound on o4..i

is the power factor(pf). The closer the value of coLi to

180 degrees, the better the pf. A typical value for 04-i

is 150 degrees which yields a pf of 0.866(i.e. Cos OCi)

and also a good try.
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Finally the use of fast response gate firing

systems, which allow smaller tq values, is one way to

avoid commutation failure in the face of inadequate trv.

Such systems allow the incoming thyristor to switch on in

less time.

4.2 Inverter Angle Definitions

We shall use the following definitions for the

angles associated with the inverter:

(a) Ignition Advance Angler : This is the defined angle

of ADVANCE at which an inverter is fired. This angle is

given by

180. - . (4.2-1)

Note that 0(..i is the actual angle at which an inverter

is fired. OCi is measured from where thyristor delay

starts.

(b) Extinction Advance Angle I : This is the defined

angle of ADVANCE at which a thyristor ceases conduction.

That is, if a thyristor is fired at i and it conducts

for an interval Si , given by,

St= oci u , (4.2-2)

then the defined extinction advance angle is,

.)( = 180 - Sc. (4.2-3)

(c) Overlap Angle u: This is the angle during which

commutation occurs. The same definiton has been used in

rectifier theory. In terms of the ignition advance and



extinction advance, angles, u is given by

u =

99

(4.2-4)
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4.3 Waveforms and Equations

In what follows, we shall concentrate on the case

for non-zero overlap, leaving the easier zero-overlap

case which can easily be inferred from the overlap case.

Note again that in practice overlap is unavoidable.

We now proceed with a firing angle of oCi = 150 and

an overlap angle of u = 10.0 degrees.

4.3-1 Direct Positive and Ne ative Volta es: vdPn vdNn

Following the same procedure and consideration as

in Section 2.3-3-1, the voltages vdPn and vdNn are

obtained as sketched in Fig.4.3-1. Note very carefully

that the inversion process causes vdPn to be in the

bottom part of the 3-phase waveforms and vdNn in the

upper part. However, vd is still given by

vd = vdPn vdNn , (4.3-1)

which is obviously negative. Also, observe that the 'P

thyristors have interchanged places with the N

thyristors.

4.3-2 The Direct Voltage: vd

Fig.4.3-2 shows the waveform for vd. It is obvious

that the average direct voltage Vd, is negative. This

voltage Vd could be found from the VTA method. However,

since we have already demonstrated the VTA approach in

Section 2.3-3-1, we shall use the 'mirror image' approach
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to derive the equation for Vd.
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Fig.4.3-1. Voltages vdPn and udNn.

Three phase Waveforms.

Fig.4.3-2. Direct Voltage
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Retaining the negative sign in Vd, the inverter

form of the Vd equation (2.3-4) is given by

Vdo [Cos oCi + cos(oLi + u)]
Vd = (4.3-2)

2

where Vdo is the ideal no load direct voltage.

Now, based on the defined inverter angles of

advance, Vd can be written, distinctly positive, as

Vdo[Cosp cos ]

Vd = (4.3_3)
2

where Cosc4i has been replaced by -Coq, and Cos c: by

-Cos' , for overlap less than 60 degrees. This is the

mirror image method. Vd obtained from either equation

4.3-2 or 4.3-3 can also be used in any of the rectifier

equations, wherever Vd occurs, as long as the sign of Vd

is considered. For instance, the equation 2.3-8 can be

written for Lc as

Em
Lc - [Cos S - Cos 13 7 . (4.3-14)

2wId

4.3-3 The Average Direct Current: Id

The discussions on id and Id in Section 2.2-2-2

remain the same as long as the vdi and Vdi relating the

inversion mode are used.

We pause to note that for the inverter to operate,

the d.c. voltage V° must be greater than the inverted

voltage Vdi so that Id maintains the same direction as in
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the rectifier mode of operation.

4.3-4 Thyristor Currents: 111..,I6

The currents Ii, I2,..., 15, 16 are shown in

Fig.4.3-3. The conduction sequences and patterns, and

the current transfer processes are as discussed

elsewhere(see Section 2.3-3-3). We continue to note that

these sketches are for ideal conditions, i.e., Id is

perfectly smooth and there are no dv/dt or di/dt effects.

I
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Ir i
Ea(------

r-----\

( .1'1 (

( Ltd
\. (

IA

L (r \

ao 2V-0

Fig.4.3-3.

344 440

Thyristor Currents.

6cc

_._, _
720

4.3-5 Alternating- Currents: ia, ib, is

Fig.4.3-4 shows ia, ib and ic. As before, ia is

derived from I1 and 14, ib from 13 and 16, and Ic from 15
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and 12.

Also, the rms value of each alt.-current is as

given by equation 2.3-20b.

lac (

zyc 3ED 4S° 600

Degrees

Fig. 4. 3-4. Alternoting-currents:
ia, ib, ic.

Pulses hone heights Id or -Id.

4.3-6 Line-to-Line Input Voltage

The waveform for phase 'a' voltage is shown in Fig.

4.3-5. If we shift this waveform by 120 degrees to the

right we would obtain that for phase 'b'. Subtracting

phase 'b' from phase 'a' will give us the line-to-line

input voltage vab. Although vab has not been shown, we

shall obtain it when we model the inverter in the next

Chapter.

4.3-7 Thyristor Voltages: V1 ,..., V6

The waveform for the voltage across thyristor 3 is
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shown in Fig.4.3-6. The usual 60 degrees displacements

of this waveform will yield the other thyristor voltage

waveforms. The waveform for V3 is sketched from the

following equations obtained for thyristor 3 based on the

considerations in Section 2.3-3-6:

(i) 56: V3 = vbc

(ii) 561: V3 = vb - (va + vc)/2 = 1.5vb

(iii) 61: V3 = vba

(iv) 612: V3 = (vb + vc)/2 va = -1.5va

(v) 12: V3 = vba

(vi) 123, 23, 234, 34, 345: V3 = 0.

(vii) 45: V3 = vbc

(viii) 456: V3 = (va + vb)/2 vc = -1.5vc

The waveform for V3, shows that the average value

of the voltage across any inverter thyristor is positive.

This is why the inverter requires a more reliable control

system (in the real world) than does the rectifier, since

false turn-on is undesirable.

Also note that in both the inverter and rectifier,

the voltage across a thyristor prior to conduction is

positive. However, in the rectifier this voltage is

positive for a shorter time than in the inverter.

Again, in both the rectifier and inverter, the

voltage across a thyristor is negative immediately after

conduction, but in the rectifier, it is negative for a

longer time.
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Three Phase a.c. Waveforms.

-2.00 Fig.4.3 5. Voltage of phase a.
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Fig.4.3-.6Voltage across thgristor 3.

06= 150., u = 10.
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4.4 Conclusion

The other aspects of the BI not discussed are

either the same as those for the BR or can be inferred

from the theory of the BR. Particularly, note that the

protection principles for the BR also apply to the BI,

although in general, the BI requires more reliable

protection.

We have again successfully completed another theory

of operation. Thus, another design and modeling is

expected, and more results will be discussed in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DESIGN AND MODELING OF THE 3-PHASE BRIDGE INVERTER

5.0 Introduction

In Chapter Four we noted the mirror-image

relationship between the 3-phase bridge rectifier(BR) and

the 3-phase bridge inverter(BI). Hence, we shall

endeavor to retain that relationship all through our

design and modeling. In discussing the results we shall

occasionally indicate how the BI waveforms relate to

those of the BR.

5.1 Design of the Bridge Inverter

The primary goal here is to select a value of the

absolute value of Vc [or ABS(Vc)] which will be greater

than ABS(Vd) and also give good operation of the

already designed BR as a BI. Several trials result in an

ABS(Vc) value of 150 KV, as about the minimum. Although

this value looks quite high, lower values are possible

through redesign of the BR. The negative terminal of Vc

is connected to pole P and the positive terminal to N in

Fig.3.3-1.

All calculations, as usual, will include both the

zero overlap and non-zero overlap(u = 10.0) cases.
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5.1-1 Case of Zero Overlap u =0.0 and Firing

Angle oCi=150 degrees

The average direct voltage(note: this is no longer

the average rectified direct voltage), Vd, can be

obtained from either eq. 4.3-2 or 4.3-3 by setting u =

0.0 . From equation 4.3-2,

Vd = VdoCosol-i,

where as usual, Vdo is the no load direct voltage. The

result is

Vd -14.3239 KV

To calculate Id, we note that the thyristors are

rated at ABOUT 1100 Amps. Thus, we shall be within this

rating if Rd = 123 Ohms(for lower Id use higher Rd).

Hence, the averagr direct current is

Id -
Vc - Vd

Rd

-14.3239 + 150
X 1000.

123

=1103 A.

The rms line current output is(2.2-9)

Iarms = Id
2

3

= 900.59 A, rms.

Each thyristor has a MINIMUM inverse voltage of(see

eq. 2.2-10)
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V- = V sin obi
LL

= 6.12 KV,

and a peak BLOCKING voltage(PBV) of(see eq.2.5-1)

V+ = TTIEm ( 5.2-1)

The PBV occurs during the blocking period, i.e., the time

during which the thyristor has positive voltage across

it(the thyristor) in its non-conducting state.

The INPUT power is

Pd = VdId

= -15.8 MW(d.c.) ,

where the negative sign indicates a reversal of power

flow direction, i.e. power flow is from Vc to the

3-phase a.c. system.

The apparent power OUTPUT is

S = VT/V Iarms
LL

= 19.104 MVA.

Therefore, ignoring the negative sign in Pd, the power

factor is

pf =
Pd

S

= 0.827 .

Finally, the reactive power output is

Q= S V[1.- (pf)2

= 10.740 MVAR,

which is about 56 % of the output apparent power.
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5.1-2 Case of overlap u =10.0, and firing

angle 04-i=150.0 degrees

Using eq. 4.3-2, Vd is given by

Vdo[CosOCi + Cos(O-i + u)]
Vd =

2

Hence, Vd = -14.933 KV(d.c.) .

Using again Rd = 123 Ohms, we calculate Id as

Vd Vc
Id =

Rd

= 1098.1 Amps ;

and the output rms current as(from eq.2.3-10a)

Iarms = Id
I67;

it

= 856.188 A, rms.

We can now calculate the required commutation

inductance Lc, using equation 4.3-4,

}IT Em[cos 0 - Cos ]

Lc =
2wId

where the extinction advance angle / is 20 degrees, and

the ignition advance angle p is 30 degrees. Whence we

obtain

Lc = 1.541 mH.

The minimum inverse voltage across any thyristor is

the same as for the zero overlap case. The same fact

applies to the peak forward voltage across any thyristor.

The input d.c. power is
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Pd = VdId

= -16.3979 MW(d.c),

and the apparent power output is calculated as

S = VTIV Iarms
LL

= 18.162 MVA.

Hence, the power factor is

pf = 0.90284,

which leads to a reactive power of

Q = S V(11. (pf )11 ]

= 7.809 MVAR.

The reactive power is seen to be about 43 of the output

appparent power.

Finally, note that the power factor is improved by

overlap in the case of the BI. The reverse was the case

for the BR. However, note that the output apparent power

is reduced by overlap. Hence, in both the BR and BI,

output 'power' is always reduced by overlap. Other

consequences of overlap can be deduced by a careful study

of our calculations.

5.2 Protection Elements

The thyristor data and protection circuit elements

remain the same as for the BR except that the

di/dt-limiting reactor L is reduced to 0.25mH for better

operation. Since the d.c. source Vc dominates the
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circuit, the current id will be much smoother in

comparison to the id of the BR.

5.3 Data Summary

The numerical calculations results are summarized

below:

(a) 04-i =150., u=0.0 (b) ou = 150., u = 10.0

Vd = -14.3239KV Vd = -14.933KV

Id = 1103 A Id = 1098.1 A

Rd = 123 Ohms Rd = 123 Ohms

L = 0.25 mH L = 0.25mH

C = 2.35 mF C = 2.35 mF

Lc = 1.5410mH.

For both (a) and (b), a smoothing reactor of L=5.mH

will be used based on the same ideas communicated in

Section 3.2-6.

5.4 Modeling of the Inverter in the EMTP

The main thing to be discussed here is the

initialization procedure for proper operation of the

inverter. The need for correct initialization may be

appreciated by realizing that a study of the voltage

waveforms across each thyristor shows that as the

thyristor firing angle increases, the time during which

positive voltage appears across the thyristor about to be

fired increases. The same is true for the time during
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which positive voltage appears across the NEXT in-coming

thyristor. The result is that more than one thyristor

may be fired simultaneously, since our control logic is

entirely based on the waveform of the voltage across each

thyristor. Proper initialization is the solution to this

problem. This same problem is also true for rectifier

angles above about 60 degrees. Hence, if more than one

thyristor is fired at a time in either the BR or BI

operation, the problem may be due to improper

initialization.

5.4_1 Initialization Procedure

The initialization procedure is determined from a

study of the voltage waveform across each thyristor as

the thyristors are fired in the right sequence, starting

from w't = 0.0 degrees. (The term w' is the degrees

version of the radian frequency w). The present case for

DU= 150 degrees will be used as an example. For

initialization, T1 should start conducting from w't = 30

, T2 from 90 , T3 from 150 , T4 from 210 , T5 from 270 ,

and T6 from 330 . If the firing system is not

initialized, the control logic fires T3 and T4 at the

same time. Thus, T4 is fired 60 earlier leading to

improper inverter operation. Intuitively, this instructs

us to use the voltage VT4 across T4, as a reference for

firing all other thyristors.
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For proper initialization, then, a pulse is sent to

trigger T1 at time 30/21600 (= 0.00138888) seconds (or at

w't = 30 degrees ). Similarly, a pulse is sent to fire

T2 at 90/21600 sec., T3 at 150/2100 sec., T4 at 210/21600

sec., T5 at 270/21600 sec., and T6 at 330/21600 sec. To

complete the initialization to 360 degrees, T1 is fired

again at 390/21600 sec. Thereafter, the system is

controlled by the designed control logic.

Now, how did we use VT4 as reference for firing all

the other thyristors? The point when VT4 is positive and

increasing is first located and its angle ALF4

calculated. ALF4 is then held as a reference for firing

the other thyristors. ALF4 is held through 360

degrees(one firing cycle) using TACS Device 62. The

angle ALF4 is reset to zero after this firing cycle, and

it is recalculated at the beginning of the next firing

cycle. The actual firing angle(c4i ALF4) is that

adjusted by the reference firing angle.

The above initialization procedure took a great

deal of time to arrive at owing to the fact that the EMTP

is still in its development stage. Certain TACS Devices

do not directly accomplish the desired tasks.

5.5 Results and Comments

Although we sketched waveforms for only the

non-zero overlap case (Chapter FOUR), we shall present
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and discuss cases of both the zero overlap and non-zero

overlap.

In our presentations, waveforms for the first 360

degrees may be skipped if doing so will make the results

clearer.

5.5-1 Case of Overlay

degrees

(1) Direct Positive and Negative Voltages: vdPn and vdNn

The waveforms for vdPn and vdNn are shown in

Fig.5.5-1 for two cycles of the a.c. line voltage. It

is noted that a switching occuring in one pole affects

the waveform in the opposite pole. This effect occurs

every 150 degrees.

(2) The Direct Voltage: vd or VN12

The direct voltage vd is shown in Fig.5.5-2. This

waveform matches with that given by Kimberk on page 76 of

Reference[5] for the same value of 49(..i and u. Note that

this voltage is no longer called the direct rectified

voltage.

(3) Direct Current: id

Fig.5.5-3 shows id. The pulse number is 6. The

initial part of the waveform is affected by circuit

initial conditions. The predominance of the d.c. source

voltage Vc over the inverted direct voltage vd is obvious



from the smoothness of id.
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(4) Thyristor Currents: 11,...,16

The thyristor currents are shown in Figs.5.5-4 to

5.5-9. Each current has a peak value of Id as expected.

The effect of di/dt at turn-on is obvious, after being

limited by the inductor L. Current durations and

spacings are as discussed elsewhere.

(5) Commutation Currents: Overlap of 13 and 15

The currents for the overlap of thyristors 3 and 5

are displayed in Fig.5.5-10. Clearly, the overlap u is

zero. Again, uniformity in current sharing between

overlapping thyristors is noted.

(6) Alternating-Currents: ia, ib, and ic

The output alternating currents ia, ib, and ic are

shown in Figs. 5.5-11, 5.5-12 and 5.5-13, respectively.

The current spikes shown closest to the zero current line

are due to switching surges(during thyristor turn-off).

(7) Thyristor Voltages: VAK1,...,VAK6

Figs.5.5-14 through 5.5-19 show the thyristor

voltage waveforms. The effects of dv/dt at turn-off is

clear from those figures. The peak voltage is seen to be

about V-TEm, and the inverse voltage is

about VTEmSinc(i. The conduction patterns are as

discussed before.
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Finally, before we conclude this chapter with the

results for the non-zero overlap case, note that the

line-to-line output voltage is unchanged since there is

no overlap.
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Fig.5.5 -3. DIRECT CURRENT: id

C4= 150., u = 0.0, Ld = S.mH.
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5.5-2 c...1eaiL92...tr122,.inAraLt
44-i:150.0 degrees

(1) Pole Voltages vdPn and vdNn

The waveforms for vdPn and vdNn are shown in

Fig.5.5-20 as waveforms 'a' and 'b', respectively. These

are comparable to their counterparts in Fig.4.3-1. In

doing this comparison, note that the minor oscillations

occuring on 'b' have been due to switchings and overlaps

occuring in pole npu. The reverse is also true for

oscillations on 'a' when switchings and overlaps occur in



pole "N".
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(2) Direct Voltage: vd or VN12

The direct voltage vd is indicated in Fig.5.5-21.

It is the result of subtracting vdNn from vdPn. This

waveform is similar to that in Fig.4.3-2. This direct

voltage vd is less than that for zero overlap.

(3) Direct Current: id

The direct current id is shown in Fig.5.5-22. In

comparison to the zero overlap case, note that the effect

of Vc on id is more pronounced in this waveform. This is

because its vd is less.

(4) Thyristor Currents: 11,...,16

Thyristor currents I1 through 16 are shown in Figs.

5.5-23 through 5.5-28, in that order. Note carefully how

the leading edge of each current pulse has a positive

slope whereas the trailing edge has a negative slope,

giving us the same current transfer process as for the BR

thyristor currents. However, the shapes of the currents

during overlaps are the opposites of the BR currents, for

the same processes. Compare these currents with those in

Fig.4.3-4, noting the effect of di/dt at turn-on.

(5) Commutation Currents: Overlap of 13 and 15

Fig.5.5-29 shows the overlap process for thyristors

3 and 5. Observe the trend of current variations during
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the overlap period. The overlap angle is seen to be

about 10.5 degrees. The extra 0.5 degrees is due to the

inductor L. Again, current sharing between thyristors is

uniform. This uniformity is highly desirable for circuit

operational symmetry. The value of the inductor L should

always be changed if current dissymmetry is noted.

(6) Alternating-Currents: ia, ib and is

Each of the alternating output currents shown in

Figs.5.5-30 through 5.5-32 has an amplitude of plus or

minus Id. These currents are comparable with those in

Fig.4.3-5.

(7) Line-to-Line Output Voltage: vab

The waveform for vab is as shown in Fig.5.5-33 and

is as discussed in section 4.3-6. Since this voltage

waveform is non-sinusoidal, the bridge inverter also

generates voltage harmonics.

(8) Thyristor Voltages: VAK1,..., VAK6

Figs.5.5-34 through 5.5-39 show the thyristor

voltages. The effect of overlap is clearly evident in

the waveforms. All the waveforms are seen to be

identical, and the usual 60 degree displacements apply.
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Fig.5.5-21 DIRECT VOLTAGE: vd or VN12
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Fig.5.5-22. DIRECT CURRENT: id

044= 150., u = 10., Ld =
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Fig.5.5-24.THYRISTOR TWO CURRENT: 12
041, = 150., u = 10., Ld = 5.mH.
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5.6 Conclusion

The results of our implementaion have proven

comparable to those derived empirically. Deviations from

ideal assumptions under which the waveforms of Chapter

Four were sketched have also been discussed.

Without the emphasized initialization procedure

discussed in Section 5.4-1, results of the implementaion

will be far from reality. Hence, this procedure must not

be forgotten if one desires to operate the inverter at

angles other than 150 degrees.

The completion of this chapter is conclusive on the

simulation of the HVDC system! All that is required is

an interfacing of the rectifier and inverter, and we have

an operable HVDC system. In one consideration, either

the BR or BI can be viewed as an HVDC system. For the

BR, the d.c. source Vc represents the voltage obtainable

at the inverter terminals. And for the BI, Vc represents

the voltage outputed at the rectifier terminals. In

either case, Zd is the link impedance. Thus, we

essentially do have an HVDC system.

Finally, we shall now look at the interfacing of

the BR and the BI to produce an HVDC system.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT(HVDC) TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

6.0 Introduction

The HVDC system is the result of a PROPER interface

of the 3-phase bridge rectifier(BR) and the 3-phase

bridge inverter(BI). As we noted in Chapter 5, either

the BR or the BI can be viewed as an HVDC system, where

for the BI the voltage Vc is simply that available for

inversion at the inverter terminals and for the BR, the

voltage Vc is the rectified average direct voltage from

the rectifier. Also, in either case, Zd is mainly

inductive, and it is the impedance of the d.c. link.

In order to operate an HVDC system properly,

control of BR and BI needs to be coordinated so as to

accommodate the desired output voltages and currents.

This effort is referred to as interfacing BR with BI.

In this Chapter, we shall briefly discuss the

elementary operating principle of the HVDC system. We

shall also discuss the aspects of a proper interface

which we shall relegate to further research because of

the non-availablity of time and space. Finally, we shall

implement the HVDC system in the EMTP and then discuss

the results of this implemention in view of the

consequences of omitting the BR and BI interface

strategy.
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6.1 22eL-

The principle of operation of the HVDC system is

based on coordinating the operation of the BR and of the

BI. Under operating conditions, power flow is from the

rectifier(source of power) to the inverter(load).

The control of power is achieved by controlling the

average rectified direct voltage Vd. The rectifier

controls the d.c. link current and the inverter controls

the link voltage. To increase the d.c. link current Id,

Vd(the rectified voltage ) is increased by lowering the

firing angle a. of the rectifier. This increases the

voltage drop across Zd. The inverter responds to this

increase in Id by lowering its input voltage Vdi,

initially. When the inverter attains the new level of

Id, its input voltage returns back to the value before

the increase in Id. The net effect is an increase in the

amount of power flow. The reverse operation is the case

for decreasing the amount of power flow. This behavior

is what makes the HVDC system highly controllable!

In practical applications, an HVDC system is

designed so that the rectifier and the inverter can

interchange rolls (under abnormal system conditions). In

this case, power flow direction is reversed. The time

for this reversal is subject to the amount of time it

takes to discharge the shunt capacitance of the d.c.

link and to recharge it with the opposite polarity.
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6.2 Proper Interface of Converters

The requirement for adequate operation of the HVDC

system is proper interfacing of the rectifier and the

inverter. Reference [5] chapter 7 and Reference [17]

will be found useful in regard to this interfacing. One

area of this interfacing effort is the selection of the

right value of the smoothing inductance Ld. Improper

selection of Ld can lead to current discontinuity and

resonance of the d.c. circuit at power frequency[5].

Another aspect of interface necessary for good HVDC

operation is the design of protection circiuts to obtain

the correct values of the protection elements for

operation IN the HVDC system. In calculating the

protection elements, the BR and the BI should be assumed

to be operating independently. Hence, Id in the HVDC

system should have the same value as for the individual

inverter and rectifier operations. Improperly designed

protection elements, in conjunction with the inductor Lc,

could lead to oscillations in the voltage across the

thyristors. This will definitely disannul the control

logic.

Finally, well-designed a.c. and d.c. filters must

be connected at appropriate points in the HVDC system to

filter out the harmonic currents and voltages generated

by the converter terminals. If these filters are not

used, the presence of harmonics will, among other
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undesirable effects, affect the stability of the

converter control logic[5] and the waveforms associated

with the HVDC system. For instance, once a thyristor is

switched on it may stay on indefinitely due to the

prevalence of harmonic currents. The d.c. filters are

connected on the d.c. side and the a.c. filters on the

a.c. side, of the HVDC system[Fig.6.1].

AC.X

IN puT
x FtlE12,

CAPAcIltg. 12,TF
NK

(C e)

Fig.6.1. HUOC System with filters installed.
CB=Capacitor Banks; RTF.RRectifier; INVTInverter;
D.C.F.4).C. Filters; DTMER=Transformer.

6.3 Modeling of the HVDC System in the EMTP

In our implementation of the HVDC system in the

EMTP we shall leave out, as we indicated before, the

proper interface logic. This simply means that Ld and

all the other circuit elements will be chosen by trial

and error. The network for the HVDC system as modeled in

the EMTP is shown in Fig.6.2 with all the letterings.

The case before us is the one where both Lc and Lci (the
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commutation inductances for the rectifier and inverter,

respectively) are zero, i.e., there is no overlap.

NR2 wok 21M;;:f--1
}NAI,f

1'1'1614
Ts 4C14-

T3 ..

Nv.3

11 5 ..1.c.

PJAI t400
C KM Nal- Tg-71 I. R

-11

47f4

NiL

Fig.6.2. The NVDC System as stmuloted in the EMTP.
6a0iode for current measurement in the EMTP.

6.3-1 Results and Comments

The following results were obtained for an input of

30KV on the rectifier side and an output of 10KV on the

inverter side. The d.c. link has a resistance Rd of 10

Ohms and an inductance Ld of 100mH.

The results discussion will not be comprehensive

since we are already familiar with the waveforms

associated with the BR and the BI. Recall that in the

HVDC system the BR and the BI operate almost
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independently, in the sense that the waveforms for the BR

remain the same in the HVDC system as if the rectifier is

operated alone. This is also true for the inverter

waveforms. Hence, we shall discuss only the most

important waveforms of the HVDC system.

(1) Rectified Direct Voltage: vdr or VNR10

The rectified direct voltage vdr is shown in

Fig.6.3-1. The effect of initialization in the inverter

circuit is clearly evident during the first cycle of the

vdr waveform. This waveform perfectly accords with that

in Fig3.6-2.

1.E4 4.00

VOLTS

2.00

0.00

-2.00

-4.00

1 T 1 T r 1 1 1 1

278.08 540.00 810.00 1080.00 1350.00

DEGREES BASED ON 60

Fig.6.3 -1. RECTIFIED VOLTAGE: 1A' 10

0(...P 15.0,015 = 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld = 100.0mH.
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(2) Inverted Direct Voltage: vdi or VNI

Fig. 6.3-2 shows the waveform for the inverter direct

voltage. Note again the effect of initialization(on the

inverter side). This waveform for OCi= 150 and u = 0.0

degrees is in perfect agreement with that given by

Kimbark[5] on page 76 and also with that in Fig.5.7-2,

for the same values of oLi and u. The vdi waveform is

located in the upper positive half of Fig.6.3-2 because

of the way the inverter is connected to the rectifier in

the HVDC system.

1.E4 4.00

VOLTS

2.00

0.00

-2.00

(7/

270.00 540.00 810.00 1080.00 1350.00

DEGREES BASED ON 60

Fig.6.3-2. INVT. DIRECT VOLTAGE: VNI0
COL= 15.0,4(i = 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld = 100.0mH.

(3) Link Current: id

The d.c. link current id is obtained from

vdr - vdi
id = (6.3-1)

Zd

where Zd is the link impedance. Fig.6.3-3 shows the
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waveform for id. The current reaches a 'steady' level

after the designed control logic takes over from the

initialization procedure. This waveform is perfectly in

agreement with what we expected.

1.E2 8.08

AMPS

4.00

0.00

-4.00

270.00 540.00 810.00 1080.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

1350.00

Fig . 6.3-3 . LINK CURRENT: id

Q(.= 15.0,04 = 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld = 100.0mH.

( 4 ) Rectifier ristorVoltaLeA1_<1

The voltage across thyristor 1 on the rectifier

side is displayed in Fig.6.3-4. The deviations in this

waveform from that for the thyristor voltage of Chapter

Two is due solely to the omitted proper interface

procedures. All the other thyristor waveforms for the

rectifier section are symmetrical as before and

therefore, have been omitted.

(5) Inverter Thyristor Voltage: VAKI1

VAKI1, the voltage across the inverter thyristor 1
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is plotted in Fig.6.3-5. Except for the initialization

procedure effect, the waveform is as expected for an

inverter thyristor voltage. The symmetrical nature of

the BI thyristor voltages does not call for the plots of

the other thyristor voltages.

1.E4 4.00 -

VOLTS

2.00

0.00

-2.00

Fig.6.3-4RECTIFIER THYRISTOR VOLTAGE VAK1

44= 15.0,00 = 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld = 100.0mH.

810.270.00 511..00 00

GREES BASED ON 60
0 1080.

I

1350.08

Ftg.6.3-5.INUERTER THYRIST. VOLTAGE VAKI1

10,.= 15.0,0q= 150.8, u = 0.8, Ld = 100.0mH.
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(6) Rectifier Thyristor Current: I1

The current shown in Fig.6.3-6 is for the rectifier

thyristor 1. The effect of di/dt at turn-on is

represented by the current spikes in that figure. The

non-uniformity of current-sharing between adjacent

thyristors is again due to the omitted interface aspects.

All the other rectifier thyristor currents are displaced

from each other by the usual 60 degrees.

1.E3 2.00

AMPS

1.00

0.00

-1.00

270.00 540.00 8 0.00 1080.0
DEGREES BASED ON 60

1350.00

Fig.6.3-6. RECT. THYRIST. 1 CURRENT I1

a.= 15.e,0{.(.. 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld m 100.0mH.

(7) Inverter Thyristor Current: I1

The current for inverter thyristor 1 is diplayed in

Fig.6.3-7. Again, note the di/dt effects when an

inverter thyristor is triggered. In both this waveform

and that of Fig.6.3-6, well designed protection circuits

will help limit the di/dt effects notable in those

figures.
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270.00 543.00 810.09 1080.00
DEGREES BASED ON 60

1350.00

Fig.6.3-7, INVT. THYRIST. 1 CURRENT Il

0(= 15.0,CV = 150.0, u = 0.0, Ld = 100.0mH.

The alternating-currents are not shown since they

are derivable from the thyristor currents.

6.4 Conclusion

The waveforms now conclusively discussed show that

the HVDC system is operable as 'designed' in the EMTP.

We interestingly noted the expected deviations from ideal

results as well as those deviations due to our omitting

the interface aspects. Our goal here has been to prove

this operability. The calculations and numerical aspects

of our results are also correct.
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CONCLUSION

7.0 An Overview

1514

Starting with ideal assumptions for the operation

of the 3-phase bridge rectifier(BR) and of the 3-phase

bridge inverter(BI), we have successfully modeled each

converter in the Electromagnetic Transients

Program(EMTP). The results of these modelings were

discussed in some detail and were found compatible with

expected results. Also we noted how either the BR or the

BI could represent, essentially, an HVDC system. The

aspects of a proper interface of the converters to yield

the HVDC system were also dicussed along with useful

references.

Finally, in order to show the operational aspects

of the HVDC system in the EMTP, a trial and error design

was used, and the results were highly encouraging in

spite of the omitted aspects of proper converter

interface.

7.1 Selection of Design Parameters

A very important aspect of our work is the

selection of theoretically and practically justified

design parameters for either the BR or the BI. The

necessary calculations must be carried out and any
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previous experiences in selecting the required components

will be found useful. Note very carefully that the

protection elements, including the RC snubber network, do

affect the behavior of the converter circuits. Hence,

these elements must be selected carefully.

7.2 Further Research

It is possible to extend our design of the HVDC

system so that the initialization procedure can be done

by a routine within the program, bypassing the need to

initialize the converters at a particular firing angle.

This done, it will then be less timeconsuming to carry

out the research dealing with the variations of the

firing angle. One area this will be found useful is the

investigation of the recently proposed adaptive method of

controlling the HVDC system[20]. This is through the use

of the equivalent circuits of the BR and of the BI to

model the HVDC system. The operational effect of that

HVDC control method can be investigated using an HVDC

system modeled on the basis of the actual converter

circuits in other to ascertain its implications on the

behavior of the HVDC system thyristors.

It is also recommended to extend our work to an

interactive program in the EMTP so that users can obtain

results by simply specifying the elements and parameters

of the converters and of the HVDC system. Such a program
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will definitely require a coverage of all conceivable

operating conditions of the HVDC system.
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